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Foreword

This book ontains the abstrats from the EuroConferene on

Ontology and Epistemology for Spatial Data Standards in La
Londe-les-Maures (Frane), 22-27 September 2000.

The onferene foused on bridging the gap between researh
in ontology and epistemology of spatially extended objets on
one hand, and researh in representational models of spatial
phenomena on the other hand. This interrelation between what
exists, knowledge and formalisms is still an open question for
researh, espeially in ase of unertainty and vagueness. In the
absene of a formal theory, we are in a situation where system
designers may deide how to treat unertainty. Standardisation
is neessary, but premature. Ontology of spatially extended ob-
jets an provide a basis for the development of formal models
of spatial unertainty. Thus the onferene dealt with ontol-
ogy of spae, spatial ognition, spatial approximation, spatial
hierarhies, generalization, and related topis.

EuroConferenes onsist typially of talks from invited speak-
ers, and presentations from (mostly young) researhers who were
seleted by peer review on their submitted abstrats. This vol-
ume ontains the revised abstrats, and additionally some ab-
strats from the invited speakers.

The �nal program and atual abstrats are available online1.

1http://www.geoinfo.tuwien.a.at/events/Eureso2000/gdgis.htm
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Seraphim Alvanides�

Modelling ontiguity in a zone
design ontext

Despite the wide availability and use of zonal data in geographi-
al appliations, problems still our in representing and analysing
suh datasets in a GIS environment. One of the most frequently
enountered problems with zonal data is the de�nition of spa-
tial ontiguity based on topologial relationships between areal
units. Contiguity is expressed in the form of a matrix and plays
an instrumental role both in representing zonal data and in mod-
elling spatial proesses using areal units. For example, when
smaller areal units are aggregated into larger zones a ontiguity
matrix is �rst onstruted and then used throughout the aggre-
gation proess in order to seure that the zones are spatially
ontiguous.

A number of alternative methods have been suggested for
desribing topologial relations and topologial representations
between areal units. Suh methods fous on the spatial on�g-
uration of the areal units in question and usually proeed by
providing a ontiguity matrix that desribes these relations in a
mathematial form. Two ontiguity representation methods are
reviewed and their relevane to zone design is examined. Zone
design is simply de�ned here as the aggregation of smaller areal
units into larger zones, subjet to ontiguity onstraints. First,
the swithing point method suggested by Mamillan and Piere
(1994) is examined as a ontiguity onstraint. The swithing

�Department of Geography, Daysh Building, University of Newastle, Newastle upon
Tyne, NE1 7RU, U.K., s.alvanides�nl.a.uk, http://www.sta�.nl.a.uk/s.alvanides/.
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2 Alvanides

point method onentrates on the boundaries of the areal units
that are to be aggregated. The method is proved to be highly
eÆient with simple topologial strutures that fully exhaust
spae. However, the method is shown to be ineÆient with
more ompliated strutures where areal units form islands or
gaps in their ontiguity matrix.

Subsequently, a generi approah to the ontiguity problem
is presented based on the traditional ontiguity onept. A on-
tiguity matrix is �rst reated based on the spatial ontiguity
of areal units. The matrix is then transformed into a network
that onsists of straight lines onneting the ontiguous areal
units. The ontiguity network an then be easily extended to
ater for the more ompliated strutures mentioned above. It
is shown that the network is a very robust method for modelling
and heking ontiguity in a zone design ontext. In addidion,
it presents a more realisti way for measuring straight-line dis-
tanes between areal units in the absene of a real netwrork. The
method is demonstrated using administrative boundaries suh
as Loal Authority Distrits and Eletoral Wards in the United
Kingdom. Finally, the method an then be extended to handle
ow or interation data where the ontiguity onstraint plays a
di�erent role in zone design as demonstrated in Alvanides et al.
(2000).

Bibliography

Alvanides, S., Openshaw, S., Duke-Williams, O., 2000. Design-
ing zoning systems for ow data. In: Atkinson, P., Martin, D.
(Eds.), Geoomputation. Vol. 7 of Innovations in GIS. Taylor
& Franis, London.

Mamillan, W. D., Piere, T., 1994. Optimisation modelling in
a GIS framework: the problem of politial redistriting. In:
Fotheringham, S., Rogerson, P. (Eds.), Spatial Analysis and
GIS. Taylor & Franis, London.



Dimitris Ballas�

GIS and spatial
mirosimulation for urban
systems modelling: a new
oneptual framework for the
representation and analysis of
loal labour markets

This paper explores the potential of GIS and objet-oriented
spatial mirosimulation frameworks for the representation of ur-
ban systems and in partiular for modelling loal labour mar-
ket objets, suh as eonomially ative households and �rms.
First, it gives an overview of fundamental topis related to om-
puter simulation, GIS, spatial mirosimulation, epistemology
and methodology. Various modelling approahes to urban sys-
tem representation are disussed and their advantages and draw-
baks are outlined. Further, the paper puts the ase for an
objet-oriented spatial mirosimulation approah to urban sys-
tems modelling. Examples of applied spatial mirosimulation of
households in a loal labour market ontext are presented and
the merits and disadvantages of the methodology are briey dis-
ussed. It is shown how problems suh as the eologial fallay
an be takled in spatial mirosimulation ontexts and outputs
from a spatial mirosimulation model for the Leeds urban sys-
tem are presented. In addition, it is argued that spatial mi-

�Shool of Geography, University of Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK.
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rosimulation frameworks an enhane our understanding of the
behaviour of di�erent agents (objets) in the labour market (e.g.
households and �rms) and that it an provide new insights into
the workings of urban and regional eonomi systems and help
in the formulation of new labour market theories. The ontolog-
ial harateristis of the mirosimulated urban objets are also
disussed. The paper disusses and evaluates the suitability and
appliability of spatial mirosimulation frameworks as a means
of representing urban system entities. It is also shown how
GIS and spatial mirosimulation tehniques an be used to per-
form soial and eonomi poliy analysis at di�erent geographi-
al sales and the epistemologial properties of this analysis are
disussed. Further, the paper disusses the role of geographial
boundaries in labour market analysis and how spatial mirosim-
ulation an be ombined with remote sensed data to estimate
the preise residential loation of household objets. Finally,
the potential of mirosimulation for spatio-temporal modelling
of urban systems is addressed and a researh agenda for dynami
spatial mirosimulation modelling is outlined.



J. A. Ba~nares, F. J. Zarazaga, J. Nogueras, J.

Guti�errez and P. R. Muro-Medrano�

Constrution and use of
onept hierarhies from word
taxonomies for searhing
geospatial data

The OpenGIS Consortium1 uses the term Catalog to desribe
the set of servie interfaes whih support organization, disov-
ery, and aess of geospatial information. Catalog servies help
users or appliation software to �nd information that exists any-
where in a distributed omputing environment. A Catalog an
be thought of as a speialized database of information about
geospatial resoures available to a group or ommunity of users.
We are developing a Catalog in ompliane with OpenGIS Cat-
alog Servies using Java as programming language.

The Catalog ontains metadata that desribe the apabili-
ties and ontents of the geospatial data. The use of standard
representations of the metadata, suh as the Amerian Federal
Geographi Data Committee (FGDC) standard or the ISO TC
211 standard (urrently in draft version), makes the interoper-
ability labours easier. The reommendations on metadata pro-
posed by the Center for Earth Observation Programme (CEO
programme) of the European Commission are being used in or-

�Department of Computer Siene and System Engineering, Centro Polit�enio Su-
perior, University of Zaragoza, Mar��a de Luna 3, 50015 Zaragoza (Spain), Phone:
34 976 761928, Fax: 34 976 761914, fbanares, javy , prmurog�posta.unizar.es,
http://iaaa.ps.unizar.es.

1http://www.opengis.org
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6 Ba~nares et al.

der to manage the ontrolled keywords. These lists of ontrolled
keywords are been extended to support di�erent kinds of the-
mati suh as the Spanish politial organization.

In order to omplete the atalog apaity for searhing infor-
mation, some utilities able to derive new knowledge from meta-
data stored in the database are being built out of the OpenGIS
Consortium Catalog spei�ation. These utilities are based on
arti�ial intelligene and information retrieval (IR) tehniques
and allow us to work with semanti relations among geograph-
ial oordinates and ontrolled keywords, and ontrolled key-
words among themselves. This kind of tehniques failitates not
only horizontal integration (same type of data for di�erent ar-
eas) but also vertial integration (di�erent types of data for the
same area), whih is a strong need in a distributed geolibrary.

Conept queries are inherently hierarhial in nature. We
may expand a onept or keyword in the query to a large num-
ber of synonyms and narrower and general onepts related by
part-whole and is-a relationships. For example, in order to �nd
spatial referenes of a politial unit, suh as a village, the query
may be expanded with the knowledge of politial subdivisions
suh as the subdivision of a ountry in regions, a region in vil-
lages, et. Data at the level of village may be not available, but
data of superior levels whih inlude the village may be suÆient
to answer the question.

Conept extration depends heavily on a good quality lexi-
al knowledge base. Ontologies or lexial knowledge bases suh
as WordNet2 and EuroWordNet3, have in ommon that they
are large-sale lexial databases and they were developed from
a global point of view. WordNets are strutured in terms of
synsets (sets of synonymous words) with basi semanti rela-
tions between them (meronyms, hyponymy, ...). The semanti
ontent and the large overage of WordNet allows to use it to
oneptual retrieval as opposed to math exat keywords.

The problem of the use of Anglo-Saxon onepts whih are

2Prineton WordNet, Miller et al. 1990
3http://www.hum.uva.nl/ ewn/
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diÆult to translate to users from di�erent ultural or linguisti
bakground must be onsidered. This problem has been on-
sidered in EuroWordNet, where di�erent language WordNets of
lexialized onepts are interlinked with a separate ontology of
formalized semanti distintions. This will allows relating on-
epts in di�erent languages.

Our approah proposes to import, as Orale Thesauruses, dif-
ferent geospatial keywords from Thesaurus, ditionaries and in
speial from the English and Spanish WordNets and some lists of
ontrolled Spanish keywords using di�erent soures as the odi-
�ation of the Spanish Institute of Statisti4. These thesauruses
would be ompleted with spei� software to onnet low levels
with instanes stored into relational tables as instanes of the
onepts represented by those nodes. Looking for the generi
development of this software we are using the reetive apabil-
ities of programming languages as CLOS or Java.

Medata ontains keywords, and textual desriptions whih
allows retrieval by onepts. The best results in using WordNet
for information retrieval are obtained with short texts, while
standard IR tehniques does not perform as well. With very
short douments the opportunity to �nd the original keywords
are lower than for average-sized douments.

We are developing a set of utilities for maintaining the on-
trolled keyword lists and adding new ones. In order to exploit
the hierarhial nature of these soures of knowledge informa-
tion the InterMedia Text retrieval engine integrated with the
Orale8i database supports the use thesaurus operators in any
SQL query.

4INE: http://www.ine.es
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Luy Bastin and Peter Fisher�

Modelling vegetation as fuzzy
spatial entities: pathes, stands
and eotones in Greek
semi-natural phrygana

Semi-natural landsapes are those where natural vegetation su-
ession proesses are modi�ed by management suh as graz-
ing or burning. Suh landsapes an be of great onservation
value, and spatial variation within them varies along a on-
tinuum from abrupt boundaries (between distint landovers,
easily modelled as polygons), to gentler transitions (usually rep-
resented by raster pixels). Furthermore, the apparent grain of
a landsape depends on the sale at whih it is sampled. In
the ontext of GIS, a surfae must often be interpolated from
point samples. It is therefore important to haraterise the ob-
jets in the real landsape (disrete, homogeneous polygons or
�elds with blurred boundaries) and the landovers whih on-
stitute those objets (mutually exlusive lasses or overlapping
lusters). This paper disusses two approahes used to model
semi-natural vegetation in Northern Greee. Firstly, fuzzy lus-
tering is used to lassify vegetation samples, in an attempt to
reognise both spatial mixing (transitions and interdigitations
between vegetation types) and semanti mixing (overlap be-
tween de�ned plant speies ommunities, suh as 'heath' and
'wet heath'). Seondly, two interpolation tehniques are evalu-

�University of Nottingham, Dept. of Geography, Nottingham NG7 2RD, UK,
luy.bastin�nottingham.a.uk.
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10 Bastin and Fisher

ated: o-kriging (using raster satellite data to inform the inter-
polation) and the mixed model of spatial interpolation (whih
uses anillary vetor segmentation). It is hoped that the seond
method in partiular an make best use of both the vetor model
of reality (landovers as disrete polygons) and the raster model
of reality (landovers as ontinuous �elds).



Alain Beam, Maryvonne Miquel and Robert Laurini�

A distributed environment
using ontology for the
interoperability of urban data
and models

Urban models simulate spei� phenomena of the ity and are a
reliable deision-support for urban planners and deision mak-
ers. They are in general �nished software produts and are not
designed in a way we an use some models together, using the
results of one for input of another. They are heterogeneous, by
the system they are running on, by their data formats, ... , and
are used by experts, with speial objetives. It may be interest-
ing to interonnet di�erent models, to pro�t their spei�ities.
For instane for estimating traÆ noise, we need to onnet sev-
eral urban models suh as a home-to-work and home-to-servie
travel model, a traÆ model and a model for generating noise
levels.

In our projet, we propose to enapsulate the models to trans-
form them into standard models allowing their interonnetion
into a distributed environment. An enapsulation an be de-
�ned as a meta-model, a desription of the model, speifying
the method to use it, the data at inputs, outputs, parameters
and �nally the "semanti position" of this model. This meta-
model is built using a standard language, following the XML

�INSA of Lyon { LISI, 20, avenue Albert Einstein, F-69621 Villeurbanne Cedex, Fax
: +33 4 72 43 87 13, abeam�lisi.insa-lyon.fr, miquel�if.insa-lyon.fr, laurini�if.insa-
lyon.fr.
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12 Beam, Miquel and Laurini

syntax and must be "ontology ompliant". This ompliane is
ensured by the proedure of desription, whih uses the elements
of several ontology bases. A meta-model may inlude (1) a real
model, (2) a spei� model, whih has a utility role into our sys-
tem, (3) a virtual model, onstituted only by this desription,
or �nally (4) a super-model, a shema of interonnetion viewed
like a simple model.

Our system uses a Core Ontology, whih overed a top-level
ontology, from entity to top-level ategories, and at least two
distint domain ontologies, for the semanti elements, suh as
roads, rivers, towns and for the typologial elements, suh as
integers, haraters, ... This distintion allows the user to adapt
the data independently of the semantis impliations. Indeed,
we think one expert may have a better view of the domain
than our system. Also, some spei� domain ontologies may be
added, relevant or not to an upper ontology. So, a very spei�
ontology may be added, whih is independent from another on-
tologies, assuming we do not need any referene to the top-level
ontology to use the models overed by this spei� ontology. Of
ourse, this possibility is pratial to easily desribe some mod-
els, taking into aount only the atual elements of these models,
but this ontology is absolutely not shareable. Thus, we must of-
fer an easy way to desribe a model using existing ontologies
and to properly extend existing ontologies.

Furthermore, the system distinguishes the Core Ontology,
Extension Ontologies, User Ontologies and the Session Ontology.
The Core Ontology is the onsistent base, immutable and suf-
�ient for simple typologial adaptation and semanti desrip-
tions. The Extension Ontologies are domain spei�, referening
the Core Ontology, adding strong spei�ations relevant to one
domain. The User Ontologies are relevant or not to the Core On-
tology and/or to one or more Extension Ontology, adding some
missing elements for the user. Finally, the Session Ontology is a
temporary ontology, linked or not with any other upper ontol-
ogy, designed by the desription of the meta-models. This last
one allows a proper extension of the domain knowledge, adding
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no permanent weak information. If the user �nally has on�-
dene in his Session Ontology, he may proess this Ontology to
turn it into an User Ontology.

These ontologies may be written or graphially onstruted.
For the integration of one standard, suh as SDTS or FGDC,
we supply two distint possibilities: (1) to desribe the way the
system may use one foreign desription of this standard and (2)
to onstrut a tool to translate this desription into one ontol-
ogy for our system. Allowing the adding of some new ontologies
is neessary, beause of the impossibility to desribe all the uni-
verse, but dangerous. The hybrid ontology omposed with the
linked ontologies may inlude redundany of de�nitions, use-
less informations and semanti onits. So, some tools must
searh for possible problems and try to resolve them. Further-
more, eah extension of the ore ontology may exist in di�erent
versions, onsidered at parallel extensions and bene�ts of one
degree of on�dene. This information about on�dene is used
to restrit the extensions aording to the level. One extension
onstruted on the base of another extension inherits of this last
on�dene.

Spei�ed in this way, the meta-models an be used in our
environment of interonnetion, whih uses a three tiered arhi-
teture to interonnet standardised models. The upper layer,
the shema for our user, exploits the medium layer, whih inter-
onnets the meta-models, to respet this shema and, �nally,
the medium layer uses the bottom layer to exeute the models
overed by the meta-models involved in the urrent session.

In the bottom layer, the models are heterogeneous, aom-
panied by their desriptions, on a omputer allowing the use of
Java RMI. The enapsulation is the mapping from this physial
layer to the seond layer, the medium layer. Using the desrip-
tion of one model, the system is able to raise an appropriate
instane of enapsulation (Fig. 5.1), using the model just like a
spei� devie.

The medium layer is a powerful environment of interonne-
tion, using an objet approah and an "all model" view. At
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Figure 5.1: One model, from its raw form (1) to its enapsulated form (3).
Using the Ontology Database and a language of desription, the desription
of the model is added, the model with its desription being a meta-model
(2). With this desription, the model server an register the model into a
atalogue of models and the supervisor an query an enapsulation (3).

this level, we also have faility models, for adaptation of data,
human-mahine interfae, ... The di�erent elements of this level
are all used in the same way like standard models. Some servers
allow the exeution of a session, at least one global server, whih
registers the models and prepares the interonnetion; one model
server on eah omputer with a model, whih manages its loal
models, and one supervisor for one session. This last one may
request some instanes of enapsulation to follow a shema of in-
teronnetion, the third layer, the logial layer. Also, the super-
visor is the link between the user and the system, and, following
the user hoie, it may try typologial adaptation of data and
semanti adaptation and veri�ation. The supervisor aesses
the ontologial bases and, knowing its session's models, heks
data typology and semantis. It invokes instane of speial mod-
els for adaptation of data, if needed, in the form of mediators
and wrappers, and, if possible, exeutes the simulation, using
the medium layer to follow the logial shema.
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Figure 5.2: The three layers of our environment. The �nal user only interats
with the top level. The enapsulation proess transforms the set of hetero-
geneous models into standard models. Some faility models may be added,
suh as database aess models. These models are interonneted and man-
aged by some servers, whih an be loated on remote omputers through
Internet. Finally, the supervisor utilises these models to follow the logial
shema onstruted by the �nal user.
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Stefania Bertazzon�

(Re)-de�ning the onept of
spatial ontiguity: the
metaspae of applied analysis

The need for analyzing the onept of spatial ontiguity emerges
from applied work in spatial regression analysis. Unlike standard
regression, spatial regression applies to spatial units, whih are
irregular in shape and distribution. A ontiguity matrix is the
struture used to assign weights to eah unit, in order to ali-
brate suh spatial irregularities. Indeed, the entire model esti-
mation relies on the de�nition of a ontiguity matrix. Two or
more regions are de�ned ontiguous if they share a border. Suh
onept of ontiguity is often inappropriate for spatial intera-
tion, and partiularly spatial regression models: shared borders
an hardly represent nearness; borders may not be de�ned; and
ontiguity often has to be established aross sets of di�erent re-
gions. In spatial regression analysis the dependent variable and
the set of explanatory variables often are measured at di�er-
ent loations, as they are attributes of di�erent spatial features.
In soio-eonomi appliations (e.g. shopping patterns, rere-
ation deisions) population data (origin) are measured on spa-
tial units suh as ensus subdivisions, while destinations (shops,
tourist attrations) are points or other features, however distint
from ensus subdivisions. The same problem may our in envi-
ronmental appliations (e.g. bioaumulation model of marine
organisms): in this instane, the loations at whih organisms

�University of Venie, Ca' Fosari, sbertazz�unive.it.
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are sampled do not oinide with those of sediment samples.
Moreover, samples are taken at points, whih are assumed to be
representative of an area, or region, but no borders are de�ned
for suh regions.

In an attempt to overome these problems, ontiguity is often
re-de�ned based on alternative measures of distane, suh as
travel time in soio-eonomi appliations (whih still requires
requires an ad ho spei�ation for eah model). An alternative
approah is the de�nition of ontiguity, or nearness, derived from
spatial autoorrelation (or semivariane) analysis. In both ases,
nearness is no longer a relationship among entities in spae,
but an attribute of them, depending on other attributes and on
(impliit) measurements of distane. It might be de�ned by the
researher (who deides weather ontiguous regions lie within 1
or 10 hour traveling time) or it is an expliit funtion of attribute
values and distane, as in spatial autoorrelation.

A re-de�nition of spatial ontiguity an be provided based on
an ontologial view of the model spae. The sampling proess
(in environmental models), or the identi�ation of origins and
destinations (in soioeonomi models), produe an ontologial
transformation of spae. The spae thus obtained exists only
beause and only where attributes and relationships (e. g. or-
ganism and sediment samples, origins and destinations) exist.
It is a metaspae de�ned by attributes of entities in the "real"
spae. The metaspae is disrete, as it is formed by the ob-
jets (attributes and relationships); attributes of spae beome
properties of the metaspae. Thus new distanes, metris, and
topologies an and must be de�ned on the disrete metaspae
of objets. Contiguity an thus be re-de�ned on new oneptual
bases: appliation-spei� parameters may still be required, but
having de�ned onsistently a metaspae, standard riteria an
be esuggested for an operational de�nition of ontiguity within
the ontologial framework of metaspae.



Ste�en Bittner�

Levels of reality in a adaster

All over the world great e�ort is invested in the maintenane
of adastral systems. There is a major demand to onstrut
eÆient adastral systems (Dale and MLaughlin, 1989). The
onstrution of eÆient adastral systems is founded in a deep
understanding of the reality, whih the system should orretly
represent. In the �eld of adaster institutional onepts, e.g.
property and ownership, play a major role. They determine the
struture of reality in a adaster. A theory of the institutional
struture is fundamental to represent the relevant aspets of
reality in a adaster.

In the past formal models where not very suessful at mod-
elling institutional reality. The goal of the work of the author is
to reate a formal and exeutable model of reality in a adaster.
Searle's theory of institutional reality (Searle, 1995) introdues
an approah, whih is very promising for this projet.

This abstrat applies Searle's theory to the �eld of adaster.
It introdues the distintion between the physial and institu-
tional level of reality in the analysis of adaster and argues that
both are essential for a model of a adaster.

For the formalization on the foundation of Searle's theory it
is a ruial point to represent human intentions and behaviour.
Agent theory (Ferber, 1999; Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995)
gives the neessary tools for this task. The author hopes that
Searle's theory applied in an agent- based model is the founda-
tion to suessfully represent the relevant elements of reality in
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a adaster so that it helps to deepen our understanding of the
issues involved in the domain of adaster. The work presented
here is a step on the way to reah this goal, it is the neessary
preondition for the formalization.

In his book The Constrution of Soial Reality Searle dis-
tinguishes physial from institutional reality and within these
parts brute physial fats from institutional fats (1995). Brute
physial fats exist in external reality independent of human ob-
servers and human intentions. In opposition institutional fats
exist only by human agreement, they are reated by the assign-
ment of status funtions to physial fats. For instane olletive
intentionality assigns the status funtion 'money' to a retangu-
lar piee of paper. A physial fat is always the foundation for
an institutional fat.

Aording to Searle's theory the institutional and physial

level of reality must be distinguished in the analysis of a adaster.
Why is it important? The example of an ownership transfer of
a parel between two persons will be used in the following to ex-
plain the ideas: On the institutional level, one legal person, the
owner of a parel, transfers ownership of the parel to another
legal person and they sign a deed as proof for this transation.
On the physial level there are two human beings writing on
a piee of paper. But only in a speial ontext the event 'two
people writing on a piee of paper' ounts as signing a ontrat,
whih auses the transfer of ownership. What happens if people
make mistakes, for instane, if they mean di�erent parels? On
the physial level the situation is the same: two persons writing
on a piee of paper. But on the institutional level the preondi-
tions for the transfer of ownership are not satis�ed and therefore
no transfer happens. Ativities on the physial level are di�er-
ent to ativities on the institutional level. A model of reality in
adaster has to deal with both aspets.

A ruial aspet in Searle's theory is that the rules reat-
ing the possibility of institutional reality, the onstitutive rules

(Searle, 1995, p. 80), an be odi�ed (Searle, 1995, p. 87) in
laws. Cadastral systems are highly determined by laws, espe-
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ially by the adastral law. By the analysis of the adastral
law it is possible to extrat the rules onstituting institutional
reality. For example it is possible to extrat the rules for the
reation of ownership. Aording to Searle the rules for reat-
ing ownership (the onstitutive rule) must be distinguished from
the fat ownership itself. This distintion of fats and rules on
the institutional level does hold on the physial level as well.
For instane the rules de�ning the apability of a human being
to write on a paper is di�erent from the event of writing itself.
Rules that reate the possibility of ativities are alled powers

(e.g. the power to write on a piee of paper) on the physial
level and rights (e.g. the right to transfer ownership of a parel)
on the institutional level (Zaibert, 1998).

For an analysis of reality in a adaster it is neessary to dis-
tinguish fats and rules on the institutional level and on the
physial level. Status funtions an be assigned to di�erent on-
tologial ategories of phenomena: subjets, objets and events
(Searle, 1995, p. 97). Within these ategories there exist fats
on both levels of reality.

The following overview shows the ideas aording to the ex-
ample of an ownership transfer.

� The physial level

{ Fats:

� Subjets: human beings

� Objets: paper

� Events: writing on a piee of paper

{ Rules:

� Powers: the physial apability of a person to write
on a piee of paper.

� The institutional level

{ Fats:

� Subjets: owner, legal person

� Objets: deed
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� Events: transfer of ownership

{ Rules:

� Constitutive rules: Signing a ontrat ounts as
transfer of ownership.

� Rights: The owner of a parel has the right to trans-
fer ownership.

The example shows the struture of the issues involved in the
analysis of a adaster founded on the basi distintion of institu-
tional and physial reality based on the example of an ownership
transfer. Di�erent ountries have distint adastral systems but
they are di�erent solutions to a similar problem (Frank, 1996).
The struture of reality in a adaster determining the system is
omparable. Therefore the analysis is not limited to this exam-
ple or a spei� adastral system in a spei� ountry and an
be generalized.
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Thomas Blashke�

Operationalisation of the
path-onept in landsape
eology

Landsape mosais are desribed by the landsape omponents
of pathes, orridors, and the surrounding matrix. Pathes, or-
ridors and matrix diretly inuene the spatial patterning and
ows in a landsape. Spatial sale also greatly a�ets landsape
struture, heterogeneity, and onnetivity. Landsape struture
is determined by the ow of materials, animals, energy, and
water through the landsape elements of pathes, orridors, and
matrix. Fators suh as path size and shape, orridor harater-
istis, and onnetivity work together to determine the pattern
and proess of the landsape. The orrelation between pattern
and proess results in an interdependeny between landsape
struture and funtion. Landsape patterns inuene proess,
whih in turn a�et the patterns. The feedbak between stru-
ture and funtion is evident in the landsape in the world around
us.

The basi element for many spatial disiplines is a path or
a landsape element. In landsape eology, pathes are spa-
tial units at the landsape sale. Pathes are areas surrounded
by matrix, and may be onneted by orridors. The geomor-
phology of the land interating with limate fators, along with
the other fators suh as the establishment of ora and fauna,
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soil development, natural disturbanes, and human inuenes
work to determine path size, shape, loation, and orientation.
The size, shape, and nature of the edge are partiularly impor-
tant path harateristis. Path size an a�et speies habitat,
resoure availability, ompetition, and reolonization. Spatial
sale is espeially important when dealing with pathes beause
an area large enough to be a path to one speies, may be a
barrier or insigni�ant to another speies.

Pathes and orridors are imbedded in the matrix, whih is
usually the most extensive and onneted landsape element
present. However, the matrix may play a dominant role in
the funtioning of the landsape without being the most ex-
tensive landsape element. Determining what is the matrix in a
landsape depends on either onnetivity, dominane, or fun-
tion. Landsapes vary greatly in their degree of heterogeneity.
Fators whih inuene heterogeneity are aggregation, ontrast
and porosity. Aggregation is the degree to whih pathes are
lumped together. Contrast refers to the diversity of pathes,
path rihness, number of pathes, evenness (lak of dominane
of one path type). Measures of heterogeneity must inlude the
vertial and horizontal struture of landsapes. The degree of
heterogeneity in a landsape plays a ruial role in determining
the distribution and the habitat use by organism, as well as the
abioti funtioning of the landsape.

As Bittner and Winter (1999) point out, for a better under-
standing of the relationship between objets of the real world
and their representations, a better understanding of the under-
lying ontologial and epistomologial foundations is neessary.
As desribed above, the author has approahed this researh
�eld from an appliation's point of view and is still searhing
for answers. Current researh tries to extrat 'meaningful' ob-
jets from remotely sensed data through multiresolution image
segmentation and objet-oriented lassi�ation (Blashke et al.,
(in press). So far, image segmentation seems to be the only op-
erational solution to provide ontext-information to pixels aim-
ing to overome limitations of the 'pixel-paradigm'. The de�ni-
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tion is usually risp generating hard boundaries, although Cheng
(1999) presented an ambitioned 'fuzzy spatial objets' approah.
In urrent researh, a group at the University of Salzburg is
aiming for the de�nition and desription of landsape elements
inorporating internal heterogeneity. Heterogeneity or the dif-
ferenes and diversity within a landsape is a basi onept in
landsape eology. In fat, there are at least two levels of hetero-
geneity: The degree of omplexity of landsape pattern (om-
position) and diversity within landsapes elements or stands.
A natural forest landsape, for example, normally inludes a
variety of speies of trees, shrubs, herbs, animals, and miroor-
ganisms, as well as a diversity of eologial stand types, varying
aording to moisture, slope, elevation, aspet, soil, and so forth.
This kind of natural diversity is important to ensure that all the
parts are available for forests to funtion. But sine vegetation
sientists have elaborated methods to alulate speies diversity,
there are no standard tehniques to estimate a landsape eo-
logial within-path diversity. The onept of diversity an work
on many di�erent sales. Eah speies, for example, operates on
its own sale. What appears to be a uniform path of habitat to
a large speies, suh as bear or Douglas �r, may omprise a very
diverse, pathy environment to a small speies, suh as a bark
beetle or a mushroom. Hene, a multisalar, multi-hierarhial
approah is developed to desribe a landsape through its path-
matrix and the texture of the pathes as well as the texture of
the landsape.
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B�en�edite Buher�

Users aess to geographi
information resoures: a model
of tasks and roles to speify
intentional uses regarding
available resoures

The exploitation of geographi information relies on the inter-
operation of several omponents: human (like artographers,
GIS experts, end users), or implemented omponents (data and
proesses). Numerous researhes in the �eld of geographi infor-
mation atually aim at enhaning the exploitation of geographi
information by improving interfaes between those omponents
that are to work together (Abel et al., 1999; Buehler and M-
Kee, 1998). End users are ruial. They indeed an express
needs for intentional use of geographi information that should
lead to the development of new appliations. But their abil-
ity to do so, their aess to geographi information resoures,
i.e. data and proesses, and to their utility, is still problem-
ati. To improve this, we think that a neessary step is to help
the users understand what they an do with these available re-
soures. We aim at failitating the following proess: a end user
s expressing a need for geographi information, and speifying
it by onfronting it to the domain of geographi information,
i.e. available data and proesses, orresponding handling ex-
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pertness. It is not intended to build a system that proesses
geographi data to produe knowledge on demand, but rather a
knowledge-based system that identi�es the neessary resoures,
i.e. data and proesses, whih are inputs, i.e. useful knowl-
edge, to build an appliation that would produe the knowledge
required by an end user.

An analysis of what supports the transfer of knowledge from
a omponent to another, more spei�ally from information re-
soures to users, and more spei�ally in the geographi ase,
has led us to formalise two main spei�ities of our intended
system.

1. It is funtionally determined as to help users, di�erent in
their domain and in their expertness, aess di�erent in-
formation resoures. This has been formalised as follows.
The system should have a language to desribe available
heterogeneous geographi information resoures as briks
of proedural reasoning. And it should hold terms for a
user to perform a formal reasoning, o-operatively with the
system, ombining those briks to oneive an appliation
that should reah his working objetive.

2. The body of knowledge about the existene of geographi
information resoures, their handling and their possible uses,
is huge. We do not put the fous on enumerating it but
rather on building a exible system to further integrate this
relevant knowledge. At the moment, our researh objetive
is to evaluate the feasibility of suh an approah by �nal-
ising a prototype of this system. The key element of the
prototype is the underlying knowledge model that should
ful�ll both above requirements.

Our issue an be put bak into the ontext of knowledge sharing
and reuse whih is urrently seen as a major hallenge in Arti-
�ial Intelligene (AI) researhes (Chandrasekaran et al., 1998;
Gomez and Benjamins, 1999). We apply lessons learned in AI
to design our system. Those lessons are to integrate ontologies
and problem-solving knowledge (Gomez and Benjamins, 1999).
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Building ontologies about geographi information is a omplex
undergoing proess (Egenhofer and Mark, 1995; Frank, 1997).
We thus fous on : representing problem-solving knowledge in
our system, and further integrating existing ontologies. We use
an adequate modelling tehnique, that settled by the ESPRIT
projet CommonKADS whih enompasses the notions of task,
inferene, and role (Shreiber et al., 1999).

Geographi tasks are objetives that an be reahed through
the exploitation of geographi information. As realled in Cauhard
(1999), three levels of abstration are usually identi�ed in tasks
:

� Intentional tasks answering what-to-do- questions, e.g. to
draw a map, to detet entities lose to a given entity.

� Funtional tasks answering how-to-do-questions, e.g. to de-
termine a loation, to measure a proximity.

� Operational tasks answering with-what-questions, e.g. to
hange o-ordinate systems, to overlay representations.

Depending on his expertness in GIS and geographi databases,
a user may express his working objetive by speifying an inten-
tional, funtional or operational task. Geographi inferenes are
what produe geographi knowledge: prodution rules and GIS
proesses. The stati information resoures, data, are desribed
thanks to the language of the domain and to that of roles, whih
are the funtional spei�ation of inputs and outputs of the in-
ferenes. Eventually, the answer of the system to a user, who has
spei�ed a task, is the desription of a method to reah the goal
of the task and the orresponding information resoures: GIS
proesses to drive the inferenes, and data to ful�l the roles.
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Carola Eshenbah�

Ontology, prediates, and
identity

The ontology of a theory or of a formal model is tightly on-
neted to the use of prediates (onepts, attributes, features,
relations) applying to the entities or relating the entities, and
to riteria of identity and distintion that allow to reognize an
entity.

In the study of spatial ontology in geographi domains several
levels of entities an be onsidered. There is a purely spatial,
geometri level of entities that are identi�ed on the basis of
geographi oordinates. Conrete, material spatial entities, suh
as roks or portions of water oupy spae and an hange plae,
i.e. they an move. Natural spatial units suh as mountains,
lakes or woods are formed by material entities based on spatial
properties. Furthermore, politial and soial units (ities) have a
loation or territory, they are also tightly onneted to material
entities (streets, houses).

Given that a geometri model of spae is provided by a Geo-
graphial Information System, the modeling of the spatial pred-
iates and the other ontologial levels is ritial. In addition,
there is a strong interdependene between spatial prediates and
spatial entities. For example, the information about wooded ar-
eas an be represented with di�erent ontologial bakgrounds.
A spatial prediate wooded-area an be attributed to entities
(r) of the geometrial level as in (10.1). A more omplex rep-
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resentation is provided in (10.2). Woods are taken as natural
spatial units that are represented in addition to the regions they
oupy. The expression wood(u) expresses that the natural unit
u is a wood, and r = lo(u) expresses that u oupies the spatial
region r.

wooded-area(r) (10.1)

wood(u) & r = lo(u) (10.2)

If the seond representation is hosen as the basi form, the
prediate wooded-area ould be de�ned as in (10.3): A region
is a wooded area, i� it is part of the loation of a natural spatial
unit that is a wood.

wooded-area(r) �

exists u [wood(u) & part-of(r; lo(u))℄ (10.3)

On the other hand, if the prediate wooded-area is hosen as the
basi attribute, an attribute that applies to maximal onneted
wooded areas an be de�ned based on the topologial struture
of regions as in (10.4) (it says that a maximal onneted wooded
area r is a wooded area, self-onneted and maximal in the sense
that every wooded self-onneted area that is onneted to r is
also part of r). However, maximal onneted wooded areas as
de�ned in (10.4) and the natural spatial units in the sense of
(10.2) need to be distinguished. The �rst ones are wooded areas,
the seond ones oupy wooded areas.

max-on-wooded-area(r) �

wooded-area(r) & self-onneted(r) &

forall r0 [wooded-area(r0) & self-onneted(r0) &

onneted(r0; r) ! part-of(r0; r)℄ (10.4)

The representation of woods in addition to spatial regions (as in
10.2) is ontologially more omplex than the simple form (10.1).
Reasons to use the omplex version an derive from two soures.
If the temporal dimension has to be modeled in addition to the
spatial dimensions, then the representation of natural spatial
units is essential for assuming their development to be inde-
pendent of the development of the region they oupy at some
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moment. To represent woods as natural units that move, grow,
or shrink, makes it possible to assume that the onditions of
diahroni identity of woods are not purely geometrial. (Ob-
viously, in this ontext the representations of (10.1)-(10.4) have
to be elaborated regarding the temporal dimension.)

Further reasons to represent individual woods derive if two
woods an exist at the same time that annot be distinguished
or delimited by only geometri features. Thus, the ontologially
more omplex form of representation is mainly justi�ed if riteria
of identity and distintion are substantial for further reasons.

This talk will disuss the formal bakground of the two ways
of representing spatial information and their interation. It is
meant to inspire the disussion of the following topis from for-
mal and appliational points of view.

� The role of identity for the ontology of a theory, formal
model or GIS

� The interation between identity and prediates for onto-
logial deisions

� Di�erent levels of spatial entities based on di�erent riteria
of identity

� Options to express (diahroni) identity and (synhroni)
distintion of spatial objets based on geometry and spatial
prediates

� Independene of identity of spatial entities from geometry
and spatial prediates

� Ontologies of vague spatial objets and the role of vague
spatial prediates

� Dependenies between synhroni and diahroni aspets
of identity

� Natural language ontology, prediation and identity

� Cognitive ontology, prediation and identity
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� Geographi / sienti� ontology, prediation and identity

� Do natural language, ognition and siene onit or sup-
plement eah other regarding identity?

� The role of identity for Geographial Information Systems

� Consequenes of oniting riteria of identity



Sara Irina Fabrikant�

The ontology of semanti
information spaes

Information visualization has emerged as a sub�eld within the
human-omputer interation (HCI) ommunity to failitate a-
ess to large, omplex databases. Graphi depitions of large
non-spatial databases are not only inreasingly based on the spa-
tial metaphor, but many examples are also expliitly geographi.
These representations are known as graphi spatializations, or
information spaes. Abundant spatialized depitions exist in the
literature that doument the rapid developments within this rel-
atively young researh area (see for example Card et al., 1999).
However, a strutured approah to formalize the employed spa-
tial and graphi transformations seems to be laking.

Two major onerns an be identi�ed: the use of spae as
a data generalization strategy, and the use of spatial represen-
tations or maps to depit these data abstrations. First, the
majority of the spatialization examples are only onerned with
the use of formal properties of spae, suh as loation and dis-
tane between items in the information spae, spei�ally of the
metri, Eulidean kind. This is partiular problemati when in-
formation spaes resemble geographi spae. Geographi spae
is more than just Eulidean geometry. Entities and their re-
lationships in spae arry experiential and soially onstruted
meanings. As argued in this paper, usable information spaes
need also to be based on a sound semanti abstration frame-
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work, inluding ognitive aspets of spae. Seond, information
spae depitions ome in an in�nite variety of ways. Often these
depitions are alled maps, but lak a oherent representational
framework as provided for example by artographi design prin-
iples. Unfortunately, spatialization researh seems mostly tak-
ing plae without the partiipation of GISientists, who, with
their geospatial domain and mapping knowledge would be per-
fetly suited for the task. A few exeptions within the GI-
Sienes are the works of Coulelis (1998); Fabrikant (2000);
Fabrikant and Butten�eld (1997, (submitted); Kuhn and Blu-
menthal (1996); Skupin and Butten�eld (1996, 1997); Tilton and
Andrews (1994).

This paper aims at reating an ontology of semanti informa-
tion spaes, using empirial evidene on its usability as a starting
point. Results of usability evaluations not only allow deriving
expliit design guidelines, but also enable to onstrut of a solid
theoretial and representational framework. A theory of seman-
ti information spaes, as argued in this paper, should be based
on ontologial, semioti and semanti onsiderations. An onto-
logial approah helps to oneptualize the entities populating
an information spae (e.g. douments in an arhive). Expliit
formal knowledge of entities and their relationships must be de-
termined prior to applying the metaphorial mapping. The se-
manti strategy deals with identifying sound metaphorial map-
pings to enapsulate the meaning that needs to be preserved
within the information spae. Finally, semioti onsiderations
assure that information spaes are depited following a sound
representational strategy.

Two researh areas an bene�t from this approah. First, se-
manti information spae design is the basis for e�etive and un-
ambiguous ommuniation between information providers and
information seekers. Generalization through semanti abstra-
tion of data arhive ontent will inrease in importane if data
arhives are expeted to grow exponentially. A sound theo-
retial spatialization framework enables information designers
to onstrut oneptually robust and usable information spaes
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and allows information seekers to more eÆiently extrat knowl-
edge buried in large digital data arhives. On the other hand,
a representational framework of spae grounded on ontologial
and semanti priniples an be transferred to the expliit geo-
graphi domain as a basis to redue urrent limitations of how
geographi spae is represented within GISystems.
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S�ebastien Gadal and Georges Niolas�

Lous: fourth geographial
dimension of the geomap

Abstrat. In the �eld of geography, we have been
examining the ontribution of the morpho-geneti rep-
resentation to the omprehension of the yle: reality,
representation, model, reality. A distintion is made
between map and geomap based on the notion of lous-
objet.

1. Foundations and limits of artographi rep-

resentations

1.1. The limits of the interfae "man / information" in
artography

The maps allow to reprodue, take deisions or at on the surfae
of the Earth. The user has "to reognise" represented informa-
tion and give a geographial "onrete" sense to the signs used.
On anient maps these (the signs) were diretly inspired by the
objets. These signs have beome abstrat and by the use, are
fossilised. Furthermore, a symboli sense is superposed to the
semiologi meaning of forms, generated by the use of signs. The
symboli of signs employed and their permanene have there-
fore a onstraining role in the pereption of results. Maps have

�CAMS/LATES (UMR 8557), EHESS, 54, Bd Raspail F-75270 Paris edex 06,
gadal�ehess.nrs-mrs.fr. Georges Niolas, University of Lausanne, Switzerland, 15, rue
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beome "maps-images".

1.2. Supplementary onstraints imposed by the numer-
ial

The " digital map images" are submitted to all onstraints of the
"lassi map images" (on paper or other materials). However,
the passage of the analogial information on the "lassi" map
to the digital information on the "digital" map has displaed
onstraints. The immediate symboli sense is nearly absent but
an remerge at any given time. The multipliation of plaement
form possibilities, of relations and representation in real time,
allows to highlight some geographial objets' properties not
immediately visible. The "digital map image" generates new
omputing and mathematis problems that are linked with the
harateristis of geographial objets.

1.3. The rappport objet / form / struture in digital
artography

The image of remote sensing requires the fabriation of very
elaborate intermediate layers between the information reeived
and its utilisation. It requires digital information whih has no
diret report with the usual form of objets. Consequently, we
are brought to examine the sense of the disontinuities that ap-
pear in their numerial imagery restoration. Does it onern
di�erentiation in an objet or di�erentiation between di�erent
objets? Therefore, it is neessary to understand their geograph-
ial meaning of limit or observable frontiers. And at this point
appear the epistemologial, or even, ontologial problems.
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2. Loation and map, lous and geomap

2.1. The lous-objet in geographies

All objets represented on a digital or lassi map have a lous
beause on Earth there annot exist objet without lous. We
an however oneive a lous without any objet: the empty

lous or empty objet loations.

Four ases an appear for the ouple: lous = �, objet = o:

1. �1 6= �2 and o1 6= o2: strong di�erentiation between the
lous and the objet,

2. �1 6= �2 and o1 = o2: weak di�erentiation between the
lous,

3. �1 = �2 and o1 6= o2: weak di�erentiation between the
objet,

4. �1 = �2 and o1 = o2: lak of di�erentiation (undi�erentiat-
ing).

A same loation an ontain several objets, and even several
objets in a same objet. The loation of an objet is therefore
the loation of its lous : the information given in eah loation
has to be therefore semantially and spatially di�erentiate.

2.2. The map and the geomap

The "lous-objet" and the loation are therefore distint but
an be employed simultaneously in geographial representations.
If the lous is di�erentiate, but not the objet, we say that the
ouple is weakly di�erentiate by the lous. The information
generates an analyti map as a morpho-geneti initial map. If
the objet is only di�erentiate, we say that the ouple is weakly
di�erentiate by the objet. We make a syntheti map with mul-
tiple information on the objet in eah loation like the morpho-

geneti intermediary map. Finally, if lous and objets are both
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di�erentiate, we say that the ouple is strongly di�erentiate by
lous and objets, as morpho-geneti �nal maps. These are the
geomaps. If lous and objets are undi�erentiate, we say that
the ouple is undi�erentiate. Representations that do not di�er-
entiate neither the plae nor the objet, generate images of the
undi�erentiation: for example the axis traed on a white leaf.

3. The morpho-geneti method of geographi-

al representation

3.1. What is represented?

A urrent problem in lassi artography onsists in trying to
represent in the same loation several di�erent objets whih
have eah a lous. The inverse problem is faed when somebody
uses only eletromagneti impulses as in the ase of morpho-
geneti representations: How an we identify the plaes of on-
rete objets from the variations of a single type of information
about a "lous-objet" having multiple loations? The detetion
of spatial disontinuities in the information about this "lous-
objet" alls for the following method of alulation : Karhunen-
Loeve's transformed aims on the one hand at onentrating the
maximum of statistial information in terms of variane of the
same axis, and on the other transforming morphologially the
derypted image.

The use of this transformed allows the reognition, origin of
spatial disontinuities and their indexation by means of a digi-
tal attribute. Every disontinuity beomes then a spatial entity
whih expresses the ouple "lous-objet" in eah part of the
disontinuity segment, with a measure and a geometry. Finally,
the loations of intrinsi spatial disontinuities onfer on every
objet a morphology and a di�erentiation in omparison to the
other objets. Then, the di�erentiated objet sends bak (dis-
misses) to the loation of lous. The morpho-geneti method of
geographi representation generates so maps of spatial disonti-
nuities whih are representations of strutures of the geographi
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spae. The �nal result of the exploitation of these maps is a
morpho-geneti geomap of "lous-objets".

3.2. The geographial iruit: reality, information, rep-
resentation, reality

The "image maps" reated by the morpho-geneti method of
geographial representation give a geomap pereption of the
spae by the introdution of "lous-objet" di�erentiation rite-
ria. They an be either onsidered as the basis for omputing re-
ality or as an ation instrument. However, this reonstrution of
the reality is onditioned by the physial and geometrial har-
ateristi measures of the sensor. It derives fundamentally from
the "spatial statistial unit / geographial represented informa-
tion dialeti ("loation / lous-objet" dialeti). The data
used inuenes onsiderably the representation of the spae and
its reality and gives as many representations of the observable
realities as possible.

4. Conlusion

"Classi" or "digital" geographial graphi representations are
of the same type. However, the "image maps" reated by the
morpho-geneti method of geographial spae representation al-
low to integrate a suession of maps and geomaps in a unique
operative iruit. What is habitually separated in lassi rep-
resentation an be realised by the same user. The notion of
"lous-objet" allows understanding the established iruit be-
tween all geographial representation types (maps and geomaps)
with the employ of the morpho-geneti representation method.
Consequently, the lous is present at all the stages of the yle
ontrolled by the observer: reality, information, representation,
reality and an therefore be onsidered as the fourth impliit

dimension of the map and the fourth expliit dimension of the
geomaps.
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Myke Gluk�

Ontologies for geographi
knowledge disovery:
augmented seriation and
dynami interfaes

There urrently is a poor ognitive �t between tool funtional-
ity for searh and exploration in geographi multimedia datasets
and the user's eÆient and e�etive ompletion of geographially-
oriented tasks. These issues were examined at a reent US Na-
tional Siene Foundation Varenius Projet speialist meeting
entitled 'Disovering geographi knowledge in data-rih environ-
ments' held in Seattle, USA in April 19991 in whih the author
was a partiipant. The meeting was the �rst to address issues
of design for the emerging �eld of geographi data mining and
knowledge disovery. Understanding spae and geographi ob-
jets' various epistemologial and ontologial meanings for real
users undersores users' ability to analyze spatial information.
In this work we assume spae is a reative developmental og-
nitive proess and not merely an objet for extrinsi disovery.
Standards will be useful only as long as they are aligned with
users' spatial information needs.

The need for embedding more user-entered meta-ontologies
as well as ontologies implemented in tool funtionality is appro-
priate to address the meaningfulness of geographi data mining

�Shool of Information Studies and Department of Geography, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL, USA, mgluk�lis.fsu.edu.

1http://www.ngia.usb.edu/varenius/
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and knowledge disovery ativities. That is, although algorithms
and methods are important what is the best way to use them and
under what senarios are they most useful? In some sense meth-
ods suh as lustering or assoiation data mining tehniques are
answers in searh of questions. Using these systems requires
the ability to set thresholds and establish useful benhmarks
for data mining/knowledge disovery. Computer sientists and
statistiians have left the parameterisation or threshold settings
to the user to delare but few users know a priori what signif-
iant thresholds to set. Thus, the omputer sientists reframe
the data mining/knowledge disovery problem from �nding a
method to establishing a threshold or set of weights. Suh re-
framing unfortunately does little for the user of the methods
with expertise in the data but not in the methods or for those
who have expertise in the methods but little experiene in the
ontent domain. The epistemologial and ertainly the ontolog-
ial basis for suh shift of burden to users is understandable,
but improved ontologially embedded tools may better assist
users to �nd geographi resolutions for their spatial information
needs.

Hene, the traditional view of users needing to adapt to sys-
tems through training or extensive hands-on experiene is made
problemati by viewing user goals as proesses that an and
should be embedded within system designs, espeially in the de-
sign of user interfaes. Most geographi data mining systems
are developed without strong methodologies to ollet informa-
tion on user proesses during the ompletion of tasks aimed at
ahieving the user goal of geographi knowledge disovery. That
is, traditional systems present users with ategorial menus that
are merely toolkits of system funtionality and lak guidane for
users' sequential use in geographi searh or data exploration
(Raper and Bundok, 1993). Current researh in geographi
data mining and exploration has foussed on algorithms for ef-
�ient pattern reognition without support for interpretation of
the results nor the onern for the wider proess requiring a
range of geographi tools (Han, 1999). However, in the geo-
graphi domain the two, three and four dimensional nature of
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typial datasets makes searh and disovery ritially dependent
on the ognitive �t between the user and the system.

Researh in the �elds of geographi information retrieval (Gluk
and Fraser, 1997), geographi knowledge disovery with multi-
media (Raper and Livingstone, 1995) and geographi data visu-
alisation by Wood et al. (1999) has suggested that enrihing the
ontology of the proess is the key to improving the eÆieny
of data mining and the e�etiveness of knowledge disovery.
We have found that without the means to delare/unover the
ognitive model of the user with its assoiated ontologies, data
mining ativities are unprodutive at a user level. This means
that the system should be apable of learning user harateris-
tis, the interfae should adapt to learning and the results must
be ontextualised for eah user. In the domain of geographi
data and knowledge the two, three and four dimensional na-
ture of multimedia datasets adds onsiderable omplexity to the
proess. Foussing on the hard problems posed by suh multi-
dimensional datasets is expeted to yield general solutions not
just disiplinary ones.

We have built a system whose initial interfae and tools allow
for user-sensitive and adaptive mehanisms. The tool enables
users to perform exploratory data analysis using augmented se-
riation (Gluk and et al., 1999) for spatial data using visualiza-
tion, soni�ation (sound), artographi display, and multidimen-
sional spreadsheets to explore and build hypotheses for spatio-
temporal datasets. As suh the researh fouses on the deep on-
tologial and epistemologial aspets of disovering geographi
knowledge. We believe that disovering geographi knowledge
is a proess and although it may vary among individuals there
are general epistemologial, ontologial, and ognitive sets of
strutures that an and must be embedded in systems to assist
users. Reent work on 'naive geography' (Egenhofer and Mark,
1995) implores researhers to utilise geographi ontologies for
the representation of user onepts of spae in ognitive models.

We hope in the future to modify the interfaes based upon
spatial intelligent agent-monitored user pro�les whih are then
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augmented by user based experienes of use (Rodrigues and
Raper, 1999). For example, menu items that are ativated in
various sequenes will replae those initially derived through the
task and information eliitation and the user pro�les. We ex-
pet to support users mental models and provide suh adaptive
struturing with ontologial supportive tools to guide tasks and
redue ognitive overhead through the development of dynami
interfae redesign.

In summary, epistemologial and ontologial onepts of ge-
ographi objets are themselves embedded in human analyti
proesses. This work illustrates a user-based approah to un-
derstanding the spatial information needs of spatial analysts
and onurrently adds to the developing body of knowledge on
the ontologial and epistemologial aspets of geographi objets
and their meanings for people performing real work.
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David Gross�

Approximate geometry and
topology

Geographial information systems handle spatial entities by mul-
tiple representations. These representations inlude geometry
and topology, that respetively desribe the spatial loation of
objets and their spatial relationships.

Computing the geometry and topology of a query an be
expensive, espeially for high-dimensional data (e.g. spatio-
temporal data). One way to overome this problem is to onsider
their approximation.

We propose a model of approximation for spatial objets,
with the notion of approximation shemes for spatial queries. As
an example, we approximate a query on impliitly represented
data, using random point membership tests.

The approximation quality inreases with the number of points,
onverging to the exat expeted result. If this quality is very
high, the �nal user an not distinguish the approximate result
and the exat one.
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Stephen C. Hirtle�

The ontology of neighborhoods

Way�nding is often direted by the use of neighborhoods and
landmarks. For example, a restaurant in Chiago may be de-
sribed as being near the Sear Towers (a landmark) in the Loop
(a neighborhood), or an individual may be told drive along a
road until you reah a small village, then turn left at lok
tower. There is an interesting relationship between neighbor-
hoods and landmarks, whih in turn has strong impliations for
the usability of geographi information systems. Landmarks,
whih refer to points in spae, are in many ways omplementary
to neighborhoods, whih onsist of small regions in a spae. A
neighborhood an be de�ned as the region surrounding one or
more landmarks and a landmark an be de�ned as the most
prominent building in a neighborhood. There are even geomet-
ri tools, suh as Delaunay triangulation, whih allows one to
establish equivalenies between points and regions.

That said, there are several important distintions between
landmarks and neighborhoods. The fuzziness of a landmark
tends to be tied to the oneptual notion of "landmarkedness."
That is, there are some buildings or loations that are more
likely to at as a landmark for most individuals, while are oth-
ers are more personal landmarks or ontain fewer of the hara-
teristis typially assoiated with landmarks (Sorrows & Hirtle,
1999). In ontrast, the fuzziness of a neighborhood is often tied
to the extent or size of the region, so that the boundaries of a
neighborhood are often vague or indeterminate. Furthermore, a
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landmark is often identi�ed by name, whereas a neighborhood
is de�ned by type. Thus, a landmark may be part of the "what"
system, as desribed by Landau and Jakendo� (1993), whereas
a neighborhood may be part of the "where" system.

Two interesting onlusions result from the analysis. First,
given that neighborhoods are more often desribed by type, they
are more likely to open to bias in the media. A village, town,
ity, and suburb, while referring to a basi muniipal distrit,
indue very di�erent onnotations and an be used strategially
to bias readers. Seond, while neither the use of landmarks nor
regions is ommon in automated way�nding systems, landmarks
are easier to inorporate into urrent systems. Finally, it is ar-
gued that way�nding systems will be laking in usability, unless
both landmarks and neighborhoods are systematially inluded
as part of route desriptions.



Alexander Klippel�

Representing qualitative spatial
knowledge in shemati maps

This ontribution aims at de�ning a theory of representing qual-
itative spatial knowledge in maps and, espeially, in maps for
way�nding. The need for suh a theory arises as maps, and
espeially shemati maps, are regarded as eÆient | in the
sense of fast and sound | means for reasoning on environmen-
tal knowledge. Yet, a theory that integrates researh on quali-
tative spatial reasoning and maps is still missing, even though
unertain spatial knowledge has to be represented by graphial
means. The foundation of this theory onsists of two building
bloks: First, the distintion of di�erent kinds of spatial knowl-
edge into three main ategories, i.e. topologial, ordering, and
metrial knowledge, used in di�erent disiplines (f. Egenhofer
et al., 1991; Shlieder, 1995; Vieu, 1997). Seond, the notion
of a representation theory �rst desribed by Palmer (1978) and
extended for representation theoreti problems in AI by Freksa
and his oworkers (Freksa et al., 1985).

The above mentioned distintion of three kinds of spatial
knowledge enables the analysis of representing qualitative spa-
tial information in shemati maps with respet to the geometri
rihness, possible inferenes, and the degree of spatial abstra-
tion that is applied to the map. It turns out, that within this
triple ordering information plays the essential role (f. Eshen-
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bah et al., 1999, 1998). It sets stronger onstraints for the
haraterization of spatial relations than topology but weaker
onstraints than metris. For a more detailed analysis di�erent
kinds of ordering information have to be distinguished that are
not neessarily maintained in a map all at the same time. Basi
kinds of ordering relations exist between point-like and linear
objets that are related through inidene relations, i.e. that
points 'lie' on a line. Subway stations on subway lines are a
good example. Here, ordering relations, for example, the pree-
dene of one station to another within a single line is always
preserved. The same holds for ordering information based on
the notion of di�erent sides with respet to outstanding land-
marks and linear objets. The fat that an objet is to the left
of another objet is maintained if the seond objet is important
for spatial orientation or for spatial inferenes in general. For
example, if ities that are, originally, on the right side of the
Rhine were depited on the left side of the Rhine, we would get
a great disorientation. In omparison to these ases, ordering in-
formation between points is not as essential. The irular order,
i.e. a panorama in the sense of Shlieder (1995), is not preserved
for every single point-like objet, but, perhaps for outstanding
ones, e.g., in the ase of panorama maps.

It follows from this approah that basi entities have to be de-
�ned for whih the desribed inferenes are valid. Prior to de�ni-
tion these entities have to be isolated by di�erent segmentation
proesses. Some of them are desribed within this work. The
ombination of basi entities and the ommitment to valid in-
ferenes is summarized as oneptualized spatial struture that,
following the approah of a toolkit by Tversky and Lee (1999),
onstitute the basi building bloks for the design of shemati
maps. As an alternative to map generalization approahes it
is suggested to start the design of shemati maps with these
underdetermined spatial strutures. Default assumptions, like
the toolkit, for representing underdetermined spatial strutures
are neessary as the representational medium sets onstraints,
too. Whereas, in propositional representation formats disount-
ing possibilities is one main harateristi graphi representa-
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tions require the deision for exatly one alternative.

The haraterization of di�erent kinds of spatial knowledge in
addition to ideas on segmentation and oneptualization builds
the �rst basis for a representation theory that aims at bridg-
ing the gap between qualitative spatial reasoning and shemati
maps. The seond step is to theoretially substantiate the de-
sriptively reorded aspets of the topis mentioned above by in-
tegrating them into a representation theoreti framework based
on Palmer (1978).
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Margarita Kokla and Marinos Kavouras�

Conept latties as a formal
method for the integration of
geospatial ontologies

E�etive ommuniation and smooth interation between dif-
ferent soures of geodata requires a method for sharing and
integrating di�erent ontologies. Latties of Spatial Conepts
onstitute a new tool for information organization and semanti
integration, in order to provide reuse of data between heteroge-
neous geographi information systems.

The methodology is founded on Formal Conept Analysis, a
theory of onept formation and oneptual lassi�ation. The
integration of multiple geospatial lassi�ations, whih exhibit
di�erenes in spatial and themati resolution, allows the re-
ation of an ontology for the geospatial domain. Spatial Conept
Latties an be used as a formal method to ompare geospatial
lassi�ations reated for di�erent levels of detail and from dif-
ferent ontexts. Latties, in ontrast to trees, support multiple
inheritane and thus, are powerful strutures for the represen-
tation of multidimensional, overlapping geographi ategories.

As far as original lassi�ations are fully desribed, the method
identi�es similarities and di�erenes, and reveals interrelations
between them. Therefore, it leads to the reation of a single,
integrated, unambiguous shema from di�erent themati lassi-

�National Tehnial University of Athens, 9, H. Polytehniou Str., 157 80 Zografos
Campus, Athens - Greee, Tel: 30+1+772-2637/2731, Fax: 30+1+772-2734, mkokla,
mkav�survey.ntua.gr.
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�ations, whih inludes all onepts and relationships identi�ed
by the original lassi�ations. The resulting geospatial ontology
with its generalisation hierarhy represents information at dif-
ferent resolution levels. The above onepts are illustrated using
a lear, real-ase example.



Werner Kuhn�

How to produe ontologies: an
approah grounded in texts

Abstrat. A method is proposed to derive formal
domain ontologies from natural language texts desrib-
ing the domain. Apart from its textual grounding, the
key harateristis of the proposal are an emphasis on
the behaviors a�orded by objets, and on a layering
of these behaviors. Using the example of the Ger-
man traÆ ode, the presentation shows the steps to
derive formal spei�ations for the domain onepts
ourring in a text. The need and means to make
these spei�ations exeutable are addressed, opening
the perspetive of exeutable ontologies in the sense of
layered, agent-based models of domain behaviors.

Motivation

Ontologies have beome the subjet of engineering proesses.
They are spei�ations of onepts that our in a domain. Like
any other spei�ation, they require methods to produe and
validate them. I will present a �rst ut at suh a method by
way of an extensive example. I will also argue for a pragmati
view of the role of formalisms in ontologial design.

My method di�ers from other approahes by attempting to
lose what might be alled the "formality gap", i.e. the diÆ-

�Institute for Geoinformatis, University of Muenster, kuhn�ifgi.uni-muenster.de.
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ulty to go from informal ideas about a domain in the heads
of knowledge engineers to formal expressions in logi or other
formalisms. I laim that this gap is generally too wide and that
important appliation semantis tends to get lost in it.

There are two main reasons for this problem: First, knowl-
edge engineers have to use their own understanding of a domain
as a basis for formalization, gathered from interviews, brain-
stormings, requirements douments, existing databases, et. The
ommuniation of appliation semantis to them is not sup-
ported by appropriate languages or tehniques. Seond, the
produt of the knowledge engineer's work is often too abstrat
and diÆult for domain experts to verify. Whether it ontains
expressions in �rst order logi or diagrams in something like the
Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML), it is unlikely that enough
misunderstandings or omissions will be unovered through in-
spetion by typial domain representatives. Teahing these peo-
ple logi or UML, on the other hand, is neither pratial nor
useful, as these languages are per se not very good for asertain-
ing onsisteny and ompleteness.

Thus, more suitable languages for the ommuniation be-
tween domain experts and knowledge engineers are needed. Pra-
tial experienes in several ontologial design projets have taught
me that

� domain experts should already be familiar with suh a lan-
guage,

� some domain knowledge should already be expressed in the
language,

� translating from the language to a formal ontology should
be supported by tools.

These are tough requirements to ful�ll. Indeed, if they are all to
be met, the hoie redues to just one andidate. It is the lan-
guage with whih all domain experts are familiar to the greatest
extent; it is the language in whih most domain knowledge is
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already expressed; and it is the language for whih the broadest
range of proessing tools exists: natural language.

Consequently, I will present a method that takes natural lan-
guage domain desriptions and produes formal ontologies from
them. It is simply alled Ontologies from Texts1.

Method

The presentation will demonstrate the �rst results of develop-
ing and experimenting with the method, using an example from
the ar navigation domain. While one might not expet this
domain to be easily amenable to a method starting from natu-
ral language desriptions of ativities, there are atually several
suh desriptions available or easily obtainable:

� traÆ odes desribe all objets and ativities relevant to
driving,

� driving instrutions ontain information for suessful nav-
igation,

� travel narratives provide an aount of observations and
deisions during navigation.

I have hosen the German traÆ ode2 as the text to apply the
method to and develop it. One reason was that suh a ode de-
�nes by de�nition all ativities and onstraints that are relevant
to driving behavior (at least from the legal point of view). Note,
however, that suh odi�ed desriptions are frequently available
for domains where spatial information is being used, due to the
legal or administrative regulations oming with many spatial a-
tivities. In fat, any ageny using spatial information is bound
to have detailed desriptions about the operations implementing
its mandate.

1see also the abstrat with this title at http://www.gisiene.org/GISiene2000/-
program.html

2http://www.fen.baynet.de/ na1723/law/stvo.html
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The presentation will show how the ontents of the traÆ
ode an be translated step-by-step into a formal ontology of
driving legally on roads. Without loss of generality for the
method, the ode has �rst been redued to the rules onern-
ing ars alone (eliminating pedestrians and bikers, for example).
Further simpli�ations inluded the elimination of some speial
behaviors and traÆ onditions.

Roughly, the method involves the following proedure:

1. Extrat behaviors and a�ordanes from the text

(a) Verbs and verbal expressions, e.g., "drive" or "keep
distane"

(b) Gerunds and other nouns, e.g. "driving" or "speed
redution"

() A�ordanes and behavior restritions, e.g., "right of
way", "speed limit"

2. De�ne lasses of behaviors by

(a) merging di�erent grammatial forms, e.g. "redue speed"
and "speed redution"

(b) merging synonyms, e.g. "redue speed" and "break"

3. Identify objet lasses partiipating in these behaviors

(a) Subjets of lauses, e.g., "the ar turns"

(b) Diret objets, e.g., "hange the lane"

() Indiret objets, e.g., "yield to driver"

4. Relate these objet lasses to behaviors

(a) As arguments of operations, e.g., drive on a lane

(b) As inheritors of (multiple) behaviors, e.g., a ar is a
physial body that moves

5. Assign attributes

(a) to objet lasses, e.g., road width
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(b) to behaviors, e.g., driving speed

6. Identify and rank layers of behavior

(a) Identify the prototypial behavior(s) involved (e.g., driv-
ing)

(b) Build a layered model of inreasingly omplex behavior
(e.g., standing still, driving at onstant speed, hanging
speed, turning, passing et.).

Contributions

The proposed method is still under development, and meant
to omplement rather than replae existing approahes. In or-
der to determine where suh omplementing ould our, it ap-
pears worthwhile to onsider some key harateristis by whih
the method di�ers from those proposed in the literature so far.
These are

� its grounding in texts

� its behavior-oriented approah

� the layering of the resulting ontologies

� the exeutability of the ontologial spei�ations.

Grounding an ontology in some tangible doument or artifat
outside the imagination of a knowledge engineer (or even out-
side that of a domain speialist or of any kind of ommittee),
seems like a good idea. A reent survey of ontology design meth-
ods3 has shown that existing methods have at least one thing in
ommon: they use brainstorming or undislosed tehniques to
arrive at rather improvised olletions of onepts in a domain.
This issue of grounding ontologies is where the Ontologies from

Texts approah may o�er its most signi�ant ontribution.
3http://sunsite.informatik.rwth-aahen.de/Publiations/CEUR-WS/Vol-18/
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The approah is behavior-oriented in the sense that relevant
behaviors (as opposed to objets) are identi�ed �rst. Objet
lasses (or onepts in the narrow sense often used in the lit-
erature) are then identi�ed as partiipating elements in these
behaviors. For example, roads and ars are objets required for
driving, and intersetions our in turning. Attributes are used
(in a more restrited role than usual) to further qualify both,
behaviors and objets. For example, a lane objet and a driv-
ing behavior both have a diretion attribute (whih must have
mathing values for a partiular instantiation of driving).

The ontologies resulting from the method's appliation are
layered in the sense that inreasingly omplex behaviors get de-
�ned on top of levels with simpler behaviors. For example, turn-
ing is de�ned in a layer above driving, whih is itself de�ned
above standing (and onsists of the simpler driving at onstant
speed and the more omplex driving at variable speeds). This
spei�ation of ontologial onepts at multiple layers of inreas-
ing omplexity satis�es a key requirement of ontologial design.
It also establishes a link to arti�ial intelligene approahes for
modeling omplexity. More partiularly, it is postulated here
that the inreasing omplexity of the environment results from
(responds to) behaviors, rather than the other way round.

In the ase of the traÆ ode, an interesting and useful on-
straint and guideline for deriving layers of behavior was to keep
the ontology inrementally onsistent: The spei�ed behavior
at eah level has to obey all the rules that are appliable up
to this level. For example, if ars an only stand still, they are
not permitted on lanes. Note, by the way, that this still allows
for aidents. For example, if ars an only drive at onstant
speed, a fast ar an rash into the one with the bumper stiker
"I'm slow, but ahead of you". Thus, driving is made safe(r) by
adding more omplex behaviors and orresponding rules.

Finally, the resulting formal ontology will onsist of an exe-
utable spei�ation (in a funtional language) of behaviors and
objet lasses. The key advantage of suh a rih and exeutable
model is that an ontology an demonstrate itself to its designer
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as well as to a domain expert. Most inonsistenies and omis-
sions are either avoided by onstrution during the design of the
ontology or lead to observable errors during exeution Frank and
Kuhn (1999).

Combining layering with exeutability will eventually lead
beyond a typial formal ontology (in the sense of a olletion
of theorems and axioms). The goal of the implementation part
in the ase study is atually to produe an agent model of legal
driving behavior in Germany. However, the urrent presentation
will not go into details on this aspet.

Conlusions

Apart from the laimed bene�ts of the method, at least three
important questions need to be addressed:

1. In what way is the legal ode used a speial ase of a natural
language text?

2. What happens if no natural language texts are available for
a domain?

3. What about the notorious ambiguity of natural language
desriptions?

Conerning the speial nature of a traÆ ode as a natural lan-
guage text, there are learly some properties in a legal ode that
other texts (suh as narratives) lak. Among them are om-
pleteness, onsisteny, and minimized ambiguity. We have yet
to ollet experiene on the suitability of other, less-strutured
texts. However, it seems that the possibility to obtain even an
inomplete ontology from unstrutured texts would represent a
signi�ant step forward in a domain modeling proess. Also,
domain desriptions with regulatory purpose our quite fre-
quently, though not always in the polished form of legal odes.

Questions two and three appear to have enouraging answers
as well. Again, for most appliation domains, some kinds of
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work regulations or workow desriptions are available. In ases
where no texts an be found, the best proedure is to have suh
texts written �rst by domain experts, explaining their ativi-
ties in simple terms, but exhaustively and in detail. Often, this
phase is part of a requirements analysis anyway and leads to
useful lari�ations in the proess of an information system de-
sign.

The ambiguity issue is non-trivial, but pertains to the general
problem of moving from informal, impreise statements to for-
mal models. Ambiguous desriptions for whih domain experts
feel ompetent ould be preferable to (possibly!) unambiguous
models, whih oere them into aepting something that they
might not fully understand or agree with. If there is ambiguity
in the texts (and there usually is), it is likely to be revealed in ex-
euting the spei�ation. If there is ambiguity in non-exeutable
ontologies, it will be revealed muh later (and at high osts) in
system implementations. On the other hand, if today's formal
ontologies are unambiguous, they are likely to have lost ruial
appliation semantis (for the reasons given above) and may
thus lead to systems that are of limited use.

In onlusion, the presentation will emphasize the need for
a pratial proedure to derive exeutable domain ontologies
from natural language desriptions. As this proedure is work
in progress, the issues overed in this abstrat as well as others
raised by the partiipants will be disussed at the onferene,
hopefully leading to an improved method and a better under-
standing of its potentials and limitations.
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Lars Kulik�

Vague spatial reasoning based
on supervaluation

Abstrat. This paper presents an aount, origi-
nally developed in linguistis and philosophy, to deal
with indeterminate geographial objets, the theory of
supervaluation. In urrent geographial information
systems fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logi are typially
employed to apture vague spatial information. An ex-
ample shows that there are spatial onstellations where
the inferenes obtained by supervaluation are more ad-
equate than those obtained by fuzzy logi. In ontrast
to fuzzy theories, the theory of supervaluation does
not rely on numbers to model vagueness. Therefore,
it is able to support spatial databases in qualitative
spatial inferenes.

1. Introdution

There is a ontroversial debate in the AI ommunity (f. Elkan,
1994) whether fuzzy logi should be employed to model rea-
soning about vagueness. Despite this fat, the GIS ommunity
(f. for instane Burrough, 1996) onsiders fuzzy methods as

�Department for Informatis, University of Hamburg, Vogt-Klln-Str. 30, D-22527
Hamburg, Germany, kulik�informatik.uni-hamburg.de. | The researh reported in this
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the primary tool to deal with vagueness. There are only few
alternative approahes that are not based on fuzzy set theory to
reason about entities with vague boundaries. These approahes,
for instane the aounts of Cohn and Gotts (1996) or Clemen-
tini and Di Felie (1996), mainly ome from the spatial rea-
soning ommunity. They are primarily onerned with topo-
logial relations and are extensions of theories modeling sharply
bounded entities. Cohn and Gotts modify the RCC theory (Ran-
dell et al., 1992) whereas Clementini and di Felie take up the
9-intersetion model of Egenhofer and Herring (1991). None of
these qualitative theories has been developed to ope with spe-
i� hallenges of spatial vagueness like gradual hanges given
by a transition of a forest to a meadow. To apture suh smooth
transitions I propose a theory of spatial vagueness that is based
on the theory of supervaluation. Sine the theory of supervalua-
tion does not rely on numbers, it seamlessly �ts into qualitative
approahes.

2. Spatial Supervaluation

Vagueness is onsidered in this paper | in orrespondene with
most theories | as semanti vagueness. Therefore, it is not
neessary to assume that the geographi entities themselves are
vague but our language or onepts about them. There are
di�erent theories about vagueness. The epistemi view assumes
that vagueness has to be regarded as ignorane about exat spa-
tial boundaries of a geographi entity like a forest whereas the
degree theory presumes that a prediate like forest has a er-
tain degree of appliability to a geographi objet. Aording
to the theory of supervaluation (f. Fine, 1975; Kamp, 1975)
vagueness results from a semanti indeision: A vague prediate
distinguishes entities to whih it de�nitely applies and entities
to whih it does not apply. Hene, a prediate like forest sin-
gles out spatial regions or loations that are undeniably part
of the forest from regions whih are unquestionably not part of
the forest. There might be still some remaining regions that
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annot be learly assigned to one of these two groups. Theo-
ries of supervaluation model this fat by assuming that there
is not one single interpretation of a vague prediate but several
equally good ones. Some interpretations onsider these regions
as part of the forest and other ones do not take them as part of
the forest. All the regions whih de�nitely belong to the forest
onstitute the positive extension of the forest, all regions that
do not belong to the forest are the negative extension, and the
remaining ones represent the penumbra.

Every single interpretation whih assigns a meaning to a pred-
iate like forest is alled admissible if it makes the prediate true
in the positive extension, false in the negative extension, and
either true or false in the penumbra. Hene, in a single interpre-
tation every region of the penumbra either ount as belonging to
the forest or as being not part of the forest (see Figure 19.1b). It
follows that every admissible interpretation subdivides the un-
derlying spae into two regions: one region that represents the
spatial extension of the forest and another region that does not
belong to the forest. Every admissible interpretation is preise
and aordingly alled a preisi�ation.

Eah statement like `this region belongs to the forest' is ei-
ther true or false on a given interpretation. The orresponding
assignment of a truth value to the statement is alled a valua-

tion. There is no reason to prefer any preisi�ation to another
one. Thus, all preisi�ations are onsidered. The assignment
of truth values for all interpretations is alled a supervaluation.
A statement is supertrue (superfalse) if it is true (false) for all
admissible interpretations. It is a remarkable feature that the
tehnique of supervaluation maintains the law of exluded mid-
dle and the law of non-ontradition: Given a statement `p'
the formula p _ :p is supertrue whereas the formula p ^ :p is
superfalse even if p is based on vague prediates. If there are
interpretations for whih the statement is true, and other ones
for whih the statement is false, then in the lassial theory of
supervaluation no truth value is assigned. Kamp (1975) shows
that the idea of degrees of truth an be aptured within the
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framework of supervaluation. The main idea is to measure the
set of admissible interpretations for a prediate. However, to
de�ne suh a measure in the general ase of an arbitrary predi-
ate is very diÆult if not impossible. But in the ase of spatial
regions it is possible to assoiate suh a measure by using spatial
knowledge like ordering information. The details are omitted be-
ause I want to emphasize the possibility to reason about spatial
vagueness without numerial onepts.

3. Reasoning about Spatial Vagueness

This setion shows that the theory of supervaluation is able to
draw inferenes without a numerial assignment of truth values.
Hene, it is not always neessary to assume a degree theory of
truth in order to reason about vagueness. In a simple senario
we investigate whether a ertain region is a possible habitat of
an animal A. We know that the animal A only settles in an area
if it �nds at least one of two di�erent plants Pl1 and Pl2. The
statement `the plant Pli is found at loation P ' is abbreviated
by p(Pli; P ), and the fat that a position P is in a region R is
symbolized as P �R. If P is a point of the forest (meadow) this is
written as f(P ) (m(P )). A forest region is uniquely determined
by its points: F(R) ,def 8P [P �R ) f(P )℄. This holds in the
same way for a meadow region, abbreviated by M(R).

We assume two rules: �rst, the plant Pl1 is found everywhere
in the forest region F(R), seond, a meadow region denoted by
M(R) is overed everywhere with the plant Pl2 (see Figure 19.1a,
19.1). These two rules an be summarized as f(P )) p(Pl1; P )
and m(P )) p(Pl2; P ). Moreover, for the sake of simpliity we
assume that every point that does not belong to the forest be-
longs to the meadow: :f(P )) m(P ). Hene, there is a uniquely
determined region R that ontains the points of the forest and
the points of the meadow: 8P [P �R , f(P )_m(P )℄. Sine nei-
ther the forest nor the meadow have sharply bounded regions,
the regions assoiated with their positive extensions are alled
Core(F) and Core(M), respetively. The question is whether
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the animal A onsiders the boundary region of the forest and
the meadow �(F;M) := R n (Core(F) [ Core(M)) as a possi-
ble habitat. Therefore, we have to determine the truth value of
the disjuntion p(Pl1; P ) _ p(Pl2; P ) if P ��(F;M). Aording
to the onstrution of this senario we expet that the animal
learly onsiders the region �(F;M) as a possible habitat (see
Figure 19.1). It turns out that the theory of supervaluation
orresponds to this intuition whereas fuzzy logi provides an
aÆrmative answer only to a ertain degree.

Figure 19.1: The left �gure shows a forest that is surrounded by a meadow.
Sine the forest has a vague spatial boundary the transition of the forest to
the meadow is a region. The ore of the forest is surrounded by a white dashed
line and the ore of the meadow is the area between the blak dashed line
and the retangle. The middle �gure depits three di�erent preisi�ations of
the vaguely bounded region of the forest. The darker the grey line, the more
interpretations ount the enlosed region as part of the forest. The right
�gure shows a distribution of two plants in the forest and in the meadow.
The plants are symbolized as irles and triangles.

If we employ the theory of supervaluation, we obtain that
for every preisi�ation of the boundary �(F;M) the loation P

in question either belongs to the forest or to the meadow (see
Figure 19.1b). If it belongs to the forest (f(P )), we know that
p(Pl1; P ) holds, otherwise it follows from m(P ) that p(Pl2; P )
holds. Therefore, in every preisi�ation at least one of the
plants Pl1 or Pl2 an be found at P . This means the statement
p(Pl1; P ) _ p(Pl2; P ) is true. Sine this holds for every preisi-
�ation, the disjuntion is supertrue. As a result it turns out
that the boundary of a forest is de�nitely a possible habitat for
the animal A.
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To formulate the same problem in terms of fuzzy logi, I
briey ompile the required prerequisites typially assumed in
fuzzy logi. Given two statements p and q the truth value (de-
noted by j � j) of the disjuntion is jp_ qj = maxfjpj; jqjg, and of
the negation is j:pj = 1 � jpj. To be able to reason with fuzzy
logi, we use a system that ensures soundness and ompleteness
(f. Novak, 1989). It is based on the proof-theoreti notion that
a formula p is provable to (at least) a degree of �: `� p. Cor-
respondingly, the modus ponens has the following form: if `� p

and `� (p) q) then `maxf0;�+��1g q. We use the soundness and
ompleteness result stating that p is provable to a degree of � if
and only if p is true in every model to a degree of �.

For the forest example this leads to the following interpre-
tation. A loation P of the boundary �(F;M) belongs to the
forest to a degree of �P 2 ℄0; 1[ (see Figure 19.1a) that is to
say jf(P )j = �P and therefore j:(f(P ))j = 1 � �P . Sine
:(f(P )) ) m(P ) is de�nitely true (j:(f(P )) ) m(P )j = 1)
using `1��P :(f(P )) we obtain `1��P m(P ), and onsequently
jm(P )j = 1��P . Sine the rules f(P )) p(Pl1; P ) and m(P ))
p(Pl2; P ) are de�nitely true, we obtain jp(Pl1; P )j = �P and
jp(Pl2; P )j = 1��P . Hene, it follows for the truth value of the
disjuntion jp(Pl1; P )_ p(Pl2; P )j = maxf�P ; 1��Pg 2 [0:5; 1[.
That means depending on the loation P it is true only to a
degree between 0:5 and 1 to �nd at least one of the two plants
Pl1 and Pl2. Therefore, it is possible to a degree of at least 0:5
that the animal A settles in �(F;M), whereas the theory of su-
pervaluation states that it is de�nitely possible that the animal
A settles in the boundary.

4. Conlusions

The above example shows that there are spatial onstellations
where the inferenes obtained by supervaluation are more ade-
quate then the ones obtained by fuzzy logi. The theory of spa-
tial supervaluation has at least two further advantages. First,
it enables us to employ the methods of lassial logi to reason
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about vagueness and seond, it haraterizes vague boundaries
of spatial entities as sets of sharp boundaries. Therefore, it is
not neessary to design a spatial database from srath to inte-
grate reasoning about vaguely bounded entities as it is the ase
for fuzzy set theory. However, the omputational e�ort to do
alulations based on supervaluation still has to be evaluated.
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T~onu Oja, J�uri Roosaare, Raivo Aunap, J�uri

Jagom�agi�

Spatial data models in Estonia

The Estonian Land Board initiated the projet "Spatial Data
Models of Estonia". Creation of the reality model, determining
the feature lasses to be mapped, the data model determining
the modeling of mapped features in the omputer, and the pre-
sentation model determining the way a map looks like on sreen
or on paper has been put on the Institute of Geography, Uni-
versity of Tartu. The goal put before the projet is both to
�nd universal agreement between the di�erent already existing
spatial databases (to minimize the needs for hanges) and, to
reah a reasonable set of models suitable for use at any sale.
Also, the national standards should be in agreement with inter-
national standards and, forseeing joining the EU, de�nitely in
agreement with the standards in EU. The situation in handling
of spatial data in Estonia is very diverse and far from stan-
dardized M~oisja (2000). Several areas of problems in reation
of the models formulated during the projet an be brought up.
Firstly, the boundaries of the model use - topographi maps, the-
mati maps, planning base, state prepared databases, national
registers, ommerial maps, navigation maps et annot have
one set of models as it would be too ompliated. The possible
solution would be to inlude �rst of all the databases needed
for state purposes on terrestrial areas (topographi maps, land
adaster and maps for planning purposes). The easiest though
not the wisest way is to set a limited list of maps to what the
models apply. Seondly, there is a need for a generalization rule
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for use of the reality model on di�erent sales, and resultantly,
also for data and presentation model. As a solution a seven
step approah to the reality has been o�ered where the lass is
haraterized by the 'number of zeros' in the sale (i.e. lass 4
inludes �ve sublasses (4A - 1:7000 - 1:14000, 4B - 1:14000 -
1:28000 et). Thirdly, there are di�erent approahes to lassi�-
ation of the reality. The width of the feature lass and orre-
sponding number of the feature lasses used in the model needs
to solved, also grouping of the feature lasses. A possible so-
lution is to have approximately 1000 feature lasses with a hi-
erarhi grouping based on 'disovering' the world that brings
to lasses like point objets, ommuniative lines, distinguishing
lines, land over areal objets, anthropogeni areal objets, nat-
ural 3D objets, anthropogeni 3D objets and spei� objets.
Alternative, more ommon lassi�ation follows the setorial ap-
proah - water, roads, buildings et. Advantages and disadvan-
tages of di�erent approahes are under publi disussion. The
data model depends on the reality model and its main omplex-
ity is assoiated with the ability for generalization. The basi
onept for the data model would be starting from the basi
geometri primitives for 0D (points), 1D (lines), 2D (areas), 3D
(volumes), and 4D (spatial proesses). This leads us with from
one to �ve basi models for di�erent feature lasses depending
on the sale: point objets need only point data model, areas
may need 2D, 1D (e.g., rivers in small sale), or 0D (lakelet
in small sale) data model et. Theoretially, the presentation
model should guarantee similar outlook of a map on the same
type of media independent on the software and hardware used.
However, realization of the presentation depends on proess line
and is dependent on the media (soft- or hardopy), hardware and
software used. Also, presentation depends muh on the purpose
of a ertain map layer (e.g., bakground data versus main in-
formation). Data model should inlude attributes enabling for
spei�ed presentation. The �rst stage of the projet is presented
in internet for publi disussion (http://www.geo.ut.ee/ruum/).
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Martin Raubal�

Ontology and epistemology for
agent-based way�nding
simulation

Way�nding and orientation are important parts of people's daily
lives. We have to �nd our ways through ities, through build-
ings, or along streets and highways. Many times people �nd it
diÆult to perform suh tasks beause they are not provided
with adequate "knowledge in the world". Environments lak
suÆient way�nding information or their arhitetures are badly
designed, therefore they are too omplex to failitate way�nd-
ing. Agent-based simulation of human way�nding before atual
onstrution of a built environment helps to determine where
people fae way�nding diÆulties, why they fae them, and how
way�nding information and design have to be hanged to avoid
suh diÆulties.

Ontology and epistemology of spae are basi onerns dur-
ing the development of an agent-based way�nding model. By
de�ning the ontology for a spei� way�nding domain or en-
vironment, we desribe what is in this domain in a general
way. Paying attention to epistemology allows us to fous on
the way�nding agent's knowledge and beliefs. In this work we
look at ontology and epistemology from the viewpoint of eolog-
ial siene, a multidisiplinary advane to the study of living
systems, their environments, and the reiproity between the
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two. In partiular, we onsider the sub �eld of eologial psy-
hology, whih proposes to study the information transations
between living systems and their environments, espeially in re-
gard to the pereived signi�ane of environmental situations
for the planning and exeution of purposeful behaviors.

Our main fous lies on way�nding in buildings and we use
way�nding in airports as a ase study. The ontology of this
way�nding environment is based on the ideas of J. J. Gibson, a
proponent of eologial psyhology, who investigated how peo-
ple visually pereive their environment. Aordingly, we sub-
divide the way�nding environment into a medium, substanes,
and surfaes. We move in a medium (of light, sound, odor, et.)
in whih there are points of observation and lines of loomotion.
The substanes di�er in hemial and physial omposition, and
are strutured in a hierarhy of nested units. The medium is sep-
arated from the substanes of the environment by surfaes. In
our ase, substanes are ognizing agents, suh as a passenger
or an employee of the airport, and non-ognizing objets, suh
as a door, a sign, or a hek-in ounter.

The epistemologial question of what the way�nding agent
an know about the environment and how it an aumulate
suh knowledge is modeled through a�ordanes. Gibson de-
sribed the proess of pereption as the extration of invariants
from the stimulus ux. Surfaes absorb or reet light and Gib-
son's radial hypothesis was that the omposition and layout
of surfaes onstitute what they a�ord. A�ordanes are there-
fore spei� ombinations of the properties of substanes and
surfaes taken with referene to an observer. There are many
a�ordanes in the environment but the way�nding agent per-
eives only the a�ordanes relevant for the spei� way�nding
task, suh as a door a�ords opening and moving through, or a
hallway a�ords moving along. In an airport where all the ne-
essary way�nding information is on yellow signs, the way�nding
agent will only utilize the a�ordane of pereiving a yellow sign
and will ignore signs in other olors.

Agents have to be oupled with the environment in whih
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they pereive and at. The nature of this onnetion is the
following: the environment provides perepts (i.e., a�ordanes)
to the agent, the agent deides upon and performs ations in
(and therefore on) the environment, whih in turn provides new
perepts (i.e., a�ordanes), et. The omplexity of this proess
is inuened by the properties of the environment.

Researh in spatial ontology and epistemology is an impor-
tant basis for the setup of an agent-based model for way�nding.
Pereption and ognition of the agent an only be modeled in
a useful way if the ontologial and epistemologial foundations
are well established. In this work we try to onnet ontology
of spae, epistemology of spae, and spatial ognition, in or-
der to ome up with a pratial agent-based simulation tool for
way�nding in buildings. Suh a tool will help to design buildings
that failitate way�nding.
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Christoph R�uther�

Spei�ation of terms to share
heterogeneous information

In order to provide servies from heterogeneous data soures,
it is neessary to build systems that know about the intended
meanings of the stored information. To enable information shar-
ing between di�erent GI ommunities today it is neessary to
study the whole doumentation of all the databases involved.
This is the only way to understand whih information is stored
in the databases and what the used terms mean. The intended
meaning of terms used in the databases annot be found in the
databases themselves. Additionally, the terms stand in no de-
�ned relation to the terminology of other data models. Thus, a
name of a road may be an oÆial name or a road number, whih
an make the information of two databases inomparable.

The gap is that doumentations of data models, feature- and
attribute atalogues are not implemented, so it is not possi-
ble to use them for ad ho servies that meet the users' inter-
ests. It is therefore neessary to give the data more information
about their meaning. As an example, we an think about two
databases storing road information. Both use the term width of

road. It is not lear if the data represent just the width of the
traÆ lanes or inlude the width of sidewalk, parking lanes and
biyle paths.

The �rst step to enable aess to this information is to speify
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the intended meaning of the used terms in a omputationally a-
essible way. The seond step is to ompare these spei�ations
with spei�ations of other data models and derive a ommon
ontology. By speifying a ommon ontology, higher-level ontolo-
gies an be identi�ed (e.g. the onept of named objets).

As example we may take a look at the german data model
ATKIS and the international GDF standard for road data. Both
models use three di�erent kinds of road names. In ATKIS they
are alled Geographisher Name (geographi name), a Zweit-

name (seond name) and a Kurzbezeihnung (short name), and
in GDF they are alled OÆial Name, Alternate Name and
Route Number. Additionally these terms have a orresponding
semanti. We may say that names in ATKIS and GDF provide
a ommon oneptualisation:

data PrimaryName = PrimaryName Name

type GeographisherName = PrimaryName

type OffiialName = PrimaryName

Both models provide the onept of named features. Names
are handled as strings. A ommon ontology of names may be
expressed as:

data Name = Name String

lass NamedObjets n where name :: n -> String

Finally, we an say that names of the same type are omparable.

instane Eq PrimaryName where

(PrimaryName(Name n1)) ==

(PrimaryName(Name n1)) = n1 == n2

Algebrai spei�ations, written in the funtional language Has-
kell, meet the requirement of being omputationally aessible.
They allow for unambiguous interpretation, are testable and the
ontologies may be written independently from the implementa-
tion but an also be related to them. In the presentation we will
show how to use Haskell to speify the intended meaning of the
stored features and attributes.



Barry Smith�

t.b.d.

This talk o�ers a new approah to the entire range of interlinked
ways in whih we relate, ognitively, to objets in the world
and it shows how this new approah an be applied not only
to pereption and judgment but also to our veridial uses of
theories, lassi�ation-shemes, databases and maps.

The theory is inspired by the supervaluationisti aount of
vagueness, whih asserts that when we use a term like Mont

Blan then there are many parels of reality to whih our term
refers | parels of reality whih di�er just a little from eah
other. Our use of suh a term allows us to projet suessfully
upon reality, even in spite of the fat that we do not projet
uniquely. It sets a ertain portion of reality into relief in a quite
spei� way, and it traes over those other portions of reality
whih fall outside our purview. Our pereption, too, projets
in similar fashion upon a orresponding portion of reality, and
so do many of our judgments and theories. We an think of
the use of a singular term as imposing a single-elled partition
upon reality: it fouses upon and sets into relief a ertain uni�ed
portion of reality in the manner of a telesope. Judgments, the-
ories, lassi�ation-shemes, databases and maps are assoiated
with many-elled partitions: they fous upon and set into relief
segments of reality whih may be widely sattered through time
and spae.

The paper presents a general theory of single- and many-
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elled partitions. It shows how the theory of partitions an be
oneived as a generalization of the theory of sets, and it shows
how the phenomena of granularity and saling apply most prop-
erly to partitions, rather than to the objets whih are loated in
their ells. Granularity is, it turns out, just the other side of the
oin from vagueness. At the same time we shall disover that
partitions are not in general additive. Thus, while there is at any
given time a single interlinked totality of all our veridial per-
eptions, judgments, theories, lassi�ation-shemes, databases,
maps, and so forth | whih is alled knowledge | there is, and
there an be, no orresponding single total partition.



Zoran Stojanovi�

Matrix-alulus based method
for qualitative spatial reasoning

Qualitative spatial reasoning has gained inreasing attention in
the sienti� ommunity during the last deade in many appli-
ation domains, espeially in Geographi Information Systems
(GIS). It has been proposed as a omplementary mehanism for
the automati derivation of spatial relations, whih are not ex-
pliitly stored, using relatively simple inferene rules and meth-
ods. Spatial reasoning an also be used to answer queries given
partial spatial knowledge as well as for maintaining the onsis-
teny of the spatial database.

In its simplest form reasoning over spatial relations is based
on their omposition in order to answer questions of the type:
Given three spatial objets A, B and C, and two spatial rela-
tions, R1 is a spatial relation between A and B, and R2 between
B and C, what is the relation R3 between A and C. If the
omplete set of mutually exlusive and pairwise disjoint spatial
relations are onsidered, then the full set of ompositions of rela-
tions an be represented in so-alled omposition or transitivity
table. Muh researh work have been dediated to the study of
the omputation of suh tables (Allen, 1983; Egenhofer, 1994; El-
Geresy and Abdelmoty, 1997; Frank, 1996; Papadias and Sellis,
1994; Randell et al., 1992; Sharma, 1996). The ommon point of
all proposed methods is a strong requirement to alulate eah
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entry of the table separately. They provide the derivation of the
table through more or less tedious and "diÆult to seure" pro-
ess, using either exhaustive searh or theorem proving in eah
partiular ase. In suh a way, the inferring of new spatial infor-
mation in the run-time is very time-onsuming and non-eÆient
proess.

In this paper, a general method for automati derivation
of the omposition of two spatial relations is presented. The
method is originally applied and proved in homogenous (topologial-
topologial) and heterogenous (topologial-diretion) reasoning
in the ase of spatial regions in 2-D, but it an also be applied
to other types of spatial objets. The standard 9-intersetion
model for representing topologial relations between spatial ob-
jets in the spae is used (Egenhofer and Herring, 1991). Fur-
thermore we have introdued a new model for representing dire-
tion relations, alled 12-intersetion. Aording to 12-intersetion
model, the diretion relation between two spatial objets (pri-
mary and referene) is de�ned by the existene of twelve in-
tersetions of four diretion setors de�ned by primary objet
aording to one-shaped diretion model (north, west, south
and east) with the boundary, interior and exterior of referene
objet, in the form of 4� 3 matrix.

Proposed reasoning method is based on the matrix multipli-
ation of previously adapted modeling matries (0 = empty set,
1 = non-empty set) for relations R1 and R2 (two 9-intersetion
matries in the ase of homogenous reasoning, or 9-intersetion
and 12-intersetion matries in the ase of heterogeneous one).
The neessary information for the onstrution of orresponding
modeling matrix (9-intersetion or 12-intersetion) for the rela-
tion R3 is provided through the values of the resulting matrix
elements, using simple 4-step algorithm. The algorithm �rst re-
sults in, so alled, template matrix, whih de�nes �xed elements
and their values (; or :;) as a mathing riteria. The modeling
matries (one or many) mathing the template matrix represent
all the possible results of the given omposition. By using this
method, the transitivity table for the whole set of topologial
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and diretion relations an be eÆiently derived.

The method an be suessfully applied to derive a result
by integrating multiple inferene diretions. For example, given
four objets, A, B, C and D, and their topologial relations
R1(A;B),R2(B;D), R3(A;C) andR4(C;D), the relationR(A;D)
an be derived in two ways, as the omposition of R1 and R2,
or as the omposition of R3 and R4. The proedure is to on-
strut the matrix templates for both ases, and then onstrut
the resulting matrix template as their union. Now, this template
onsists of all the onditions de�ned in both starting templates,
whih makes the seletion riteria stronger. It an result in a
less number of possible resulting spatial relations then in the
ase of single-diretion inferene.

One of the main advantages of presented method is that it
an be easily and eÆiently implemented inside the spatial query
proessor, as a query support and onsisteny heking meha-
nism. In that way it an serve as a base for the development of
an "intelligent" GIS query and analysis tool.
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Erik Stubkj�r�

Real estate and the ontology of
multidisiplinary, e.g.
adastral, studies

Abstrat. Among spatially extended objets, units
of real estate onstitute a distint ategory. Their
omplex relationships with other phenomena are of
an eonomi, legal, politial, and spatial nature; the
related property rights ount among the basi institu-
tions of soiety. A multidisiplinary projet has been
proposed to establish a oherent knowledge base in
this �eld. The projet fouses on real property trans-
ations within European ountries and addresses the
ontology of real estate and its boundaries. The on-
tology of real estate must refer to oneptualizations
provided by the sienti� disiplines of eonomis, geo-
sienes, law, and politial siene, and draw upon do-
main knowledge of multidisiplinary studies that re-
gards real estate, e.g. adastral studies. The omplex
task of reoniling the ontologies of the diverse disi-
plines into one ommon ore ontology of real estate
is presented and disussed. Development riteria in-
lude that the ore ontology is robust against hanges
in professional sopes and tehnology, and valid aross
di�erent ultures.
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1. Introdution

Among spatially extended objets, units of real estate onsti-
tute a distint ategory. An approah to the oneptualization
of the spatial dimension of real estate is presented in setion 2.
The ontology of real estate annot be adequately desribed with-
out referene to the oneptualizations provided by the sienti�
disiplines of law, eonomis, and politial siene. Setion 3 of
the paper addresses this omplexity, drawing upon the notion
of information ommunities. The term ontology is used di�er-
ently by philosophers and in the �eld of information proessing,
respetively. In linguistis mention is made of ontologial ate-
gories. These diverse approahes to the eliiting of ontology are
explored (setion 4).

The preparation of an ontology of real estate is a substan-
tial task, as it inludes a reoniling of some of the oneptu-
alizations of the above mentioned disiplines. Multidisiplinary
studies in the �eld of real estate may provide for relevant do-
main knowledge, and ontribute to the establishing of onsistent,
anonial formulations of the real estate universe of disourse.
Cadastral studies are presented as an example of suh multidisi-
plinary endeavor (5). The losing setion proposes the eliiting
of a adastral ontology. It raises the question whether suh a
projet is feasible and relates this question to other projets in
ontology.

2. Approahing the ontology of real estate:

The spatial dimension

The most visible boundary of real estate extends in the spatial
dimension: A unit of real estate has a loation in spae and a
boundary that has a spatial dimension. (The term 'dimension'
is here used in a more general sense than the usual three dimen-
sions of physial spae.) Both loation and boundary are of a
rather omplex nature. Beause a unit of real estate is an soio-
eonomi unit, its boundaries annot be exhaustively desribed
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in spatial terms, to be detailed in the following setion 3.

The spatial dimension of the boundary of real estate is appro-
priately desribed by the �at-bona �de dihotomy introdued in
Smith (1995). To give some examples: A bona �de boundary
like a stream may be used for the de�nition of a �at boundary,
e.g. the boundary of a jurisdition. Fiat boundaries may be es-
tablished as mere abstrat lines that are traed on a plan for the
division of land, in order to struture its settlement. However
as time passes, the owners oupy and use the terrain, bring-
ing about that the initial �at lines beome visible in the terrain
as buildings, fenes, roads and that like. The �at boundaries
thus beome bona �de. The �at-bona �de distintion an pro-
vide a basis for omparisons of the boundary setting praties of
di�erent ountries, as well as for investigations into topologial
problems that extend beyond the geospatial realm in what is
alled mereotopology Smith and Varzi (2000).

Property boundaries are often loated by means of a national,
geodeti referene system. However, a adastral loational de-
sription needs more than a spei�ation of position with refer-
ene to a geodeti referene system. This is partly beause the
owners of the property typially do not understand the language
of geodeti referening, and it is also beause the neighbor re-
lations among the estate units annot be represented simply by
oordinates (Laurini and Thompson, 1992). To aommodate
for the needs of the owner and other itizens, the units need
to be desribed relative to plae names, espeially road names.
The neighbor relations must be made to appear within a adas-
tral map that depits parel identi�ers, or through alternative
information media. Using the sales of measurement of Stevens
(1946) in an adapted version, we arrive at a minimal list of spa-
tial referene frames (Table 25.1, Stubkj�r, 1992).

A �nal remark regarding the spatial extension of real es-
tate onerns its relation to other spatial, soio-eonomi units.
Stubkj�r (in Frank et al., (to appear) suggests that the unit
of ownership be ategorized as a jurisdition, whih is distin-
guished from other lasses of soio-eonomi units: plae names,
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Nominal (verbal) Plae names; Cadastral identi-
�ers; Address odes

Ordinal (graphial,
topologial)

Neighbor relations; House num-
bering sequenes

Metri (numerial) Coordinates of boundaries, road
enter-lines, et.; 'Metes and
bounds'

Table 25.1: Minimal list of spatial referene frames.

distrits, and regions, respetively.

Summing up, the oneptualizations of the mentioned dis-
iplines and the spatial onepts presented may be applied for
eliiting the rational ore of an ontology of real estate that is in-
dependent of the rule sets and praties of a spei� European
ountry.

3. Reoniling the oneptualizations made by

established aademi disiplines

As mentioned above, the most visible boundary of real estate
extends in the spatial dimension. However, it is the ourts,
whih ultimately settle the determination of the spatial bound-
ary in ases of dispute. This implies that the boundary of real
estate has to be desribed also by using the oneptualization
of the disipline of law. Moreover, law desribes the non-spatial
boundary of a unit of real estate. For example, the question
what items belong to the estate when no spei� statements are
made, is a legal issue. The question is not simple, as the an-
swer may vary aording to whether the ontext is transfer of
ownership, mortgaging, or assessment for taxation.

In European ountries and elsewhere, property rights to real
estate are formalized and reorded in land registries maintained
by the ourts. The real property rights formalized therein pro-
vide the basis for fairly transparent real property markets. Now,
the �eld of real property markets is the objet of the disipline
of eonomis and its sub-�elds, e.g. miroeonomis, and new
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institutional eonomis. Furthermore, real estate is an objet of
taxation with profound politial impliations. Also, poliy issues
are involved in the reurrent hange of the administrative sys-
tems, whih are needed for taxation, reording of real property
rights, and regulation aording to spatial planning, et. As a
onsequene, the oneptualization of sub�elds of the disipline
of politial siene has to be taken into aount in order to un-
derstand the hanges of administrative units and information
systems, whih are related to real estate.

The need of an investigation of these diverse oneptualiza-
tions of the phenomena of real estate by the disiplines of law,
eonomis, and politial siene has thus been established. This
raises the issue of an appropriate approah for the eliiting of a
formal ontology of real estate.

Cli�ord Kottman introdues the notion of information om-

munities by referring to John Loke (1999, p. 46f.). A similar
notion is the 'thought olletives' mentioned by Flek (Ziman,
1992, referring to Flek, 1935/1979), and the sienti� ommu-

nities of Thomas Kuhn, who draws upon Flek's notion (1970).
A disussion of these and similar notions of ommunities is de-
sisted. Bishr et al. disuss the notion of a geospatial information

ommunity. They suggest the following de�nition: "A geospa-
tial information ommunity is a group of spatial data produers
and users who share an ontology of real-world phenomena", and
onsider the ontology as "a meta-language situated above data
models" (1999, p. 58). Two ommunities may have di�erent
ontologies, but in order to share information they must have a
part of their ontologies in ommon.

One may oneive the sholars and pratitioners of the aa-
demi disiplines of law, eonomis, and politial siene, respe-
tively, as members of three distint information ommunities.
To arrive at an ontology of real estate one has to establish the
onstituent ontologies of the mentioned information ommuni-

ties that refer to real estate, as well as a rational ore ontology
of real estate, whih they share in ommon.
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4. The diverse notions of ontology

Addressing the ontology of spatially extended objets, one should
be aware of di�erent use of the term ontology. Barry Smith
points to the fat that the term ontology is used di�erently by
philosophers, and in the �eld of information proessing respe-
tively (2000). He haraterizes the main onerns of the two
ommunities, and in attempting a method for bridging the dif-
ferent ways of understanding this term he refers to the e�orts
within biology to onstrut ontologies that apply to the term
'gene' and similar fundamental biologial units. The methods
inlude the preparation of ommon voabularies, and the for-
mulation of appropriate translation rules between the diverse
nomenlatures of the di�erent branhes of biology. Biologists
ooperate with ontology engineers, as well as with philosophers
in this endeavor. This approah motivates similar e�orts in other
sienti� �elds, as we shall see in the next setion.

It should be noted that the term ontology is used by a fur-
ther ommunity, namely that of linguists. In Semantis and

Cognition Ray Jakendo� disuss how visual information, lin-
guisti information and other peripheral information is mapped
onto mental representations (1983). Through an analysis of hu-
man pereption he arrives at the following list of ontologial at-
egories : THING, PLACE, DIRECTION, ACTION, EVENT,
MANNER, and AMOUNT. The list is not meant to be om-
plete. He laims, however, that "the total set of ontologial
ategories must be universal: it onstitutes one basi dimension
along whih humans an organize their experienes." (Jakend-
o�, 1983; Stubkj�r, 1994).

This setion identi�ed three ommunities, whih are on-
erned with eliiting of ontology: philosophers, linguists, and
ontology engineers. Their diverse methods of eliiting ontology
may be applied to the real estate universe of disourse. In fat,
it is an approximation to speak of one universe of disourse of
real estate. Rather, the diverse oneptualizations of real estate
that are provided by law, eonomis, politial siene, and the
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geosienes, respetively, in fat onstitute four diversely over-
lapping universes. The task is thus to reonile these di�erent
ontologies into one ommon ontology of real estate.

5. Real Estate, an entity within the multidis-

iplinary adastral universe of disourse

Smith notes that "(e)very sienti� �eld will .. have its own
preferred ontology, de�ned by the �eld's voabulary and by the
anonial formulations of its theories" (Smith, 2000, p. 1). This
agrees with Ziman, who regards the hange of eduational ur-
riulum the �nal e�et of a new (theory-based) disipline (Zi-
man, 1992, p. 94). However, university departments and es-
peially branhes of studies have indeed sprung up in response
to soietal needs, rather than to the maturing of theory-based
e�orts. These university �elds are often multidisiplinary (i.e.
drawing upon theory-based and other sienti� �elds), and they
have yet to establish anonial formulations of their universe of
disourse.

The sienti� �elds that want to establish their 'preferred
ontology' are assumed to fae the same problems as the ontol-
ogy engineer, and may apply the same methods. Their spei�
role in the general projet of eliiting of ontology may be to
ommuniate expliit knowledge of their universe of disourse.
Their 'domain knowledge' may to some extent depart from the
domain knowledge of the pratitioner within the same �eld, as
well as depart from the applied theoretial domain knowledge.
The author presents his own disipline: adastral studies, as an
example of a multidisiplinary study that is in the proess of
establishing anonial formulations.

In Europe, the adastre has developed sine 1700 in the on-
text of entralization of administration and the issuing of tax
ordinanes (Sommer, 1930). Cadastral onerns at university
level branhed from geodesy and land surveying. The univer-
sity teahing of adastral issues: Cadastral law, property rights,
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and spatial planning regulations, is largely bound to a national
sope. Comparing to the study and teahing of natural lan-
guages: English, German, et., whih similarly are bound to a
national setting, one an note that the onept and study of a
'adastral grammar' is missing.

However, from the 1970s a onern for an international sope
manifests itself. For example, the F�ed�eration Internationale des

G�eom�etre (International Federation of Surveyors) issued among
others The FIG Statement on the Cadastre (FIG, 1995) and the
Bathurst Delaration on Land Administration for Sustainable

Development (FIG, 1999).

Those rather normative statements from the surveyors' pro-
fession have been aompanied by researh from the point of
view of formal modelling (Frank, 1996), benhmarking (Steudler
et al., 1998), or with a view to harting the interrelated teh-
nial, legal, and organisational aspets of this �eld (Zevenber-
gen, 1998). With a view of establishing a theoretial basis for
adastral studies, Stubkj�r reently surveys researh in infor-
mation systems development, and researh within geographial
information siene (1996; 1999). Subsequently a view of the
adastral universe of disourse is presented in a submitted pa-
per. This view was drafted with referene to the Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) in its early version (Chekland, 1981). The
view is graphially rendered through Figure 25.1. (The notion
of 'problem domain' is borrowed from SSM, and replaed here
by 'universe of disourse'.)

Stubkj�r and Ferland (2000) disuss the design of researh
within the multidisiplinary adastral domain. SSM suggests a
'politial system analysis', but SSM does not provide the on-
epts and methods of politial siene. Knowledge of these on-
epts and methods are needed in order to eliit a valid ontology
of the adastral universe of disourse. At least in priniple, the
same applies regarding the oneptualizations used by the other
theory-based disiplines. However, given our urrently estab-
lished researh methods, it is often unfeasible to monitor and
apply researh results from several disiplines, espeially for a
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Figure 25.1: A view of the adastral problem domain (Stubkj�r, 2000).

projet made in the ontext of a Ph.D.-study. This leads to the
following suggestion for a researh strategy : The elements of the
adastral universe (f. Figure 1) are desribed with referene to
the main works of the relevant disiplines through an interna-
tional projet. Researh projets of the PhD-type an then draw
upon the outome of this e�ort and | within the sope of the
projet | investigate and apply the most reent researh of the
established disiplines.

A multidisiplinary European projet has been proposed as
a COST ation to establish a oherent knowledge base in this
�eld. The projet fouses on the transations of real property
within various European ountries, and addresses the ontology
of real estate (Stubkj�r, 2000).

6. The feasibility of eliiting a adastral ontol-

ogy

Multidisiplinary studies of the sort envisaged need to �nd ways
to ope with onstant hanges within their target soiety, inlud-
ing hanges in the sope of di�erent professions and hanges due
to new tehnology. Furthermore, there are hanges due to re-
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searh outomes from the sienti� �elds, whih they draw upon.
A proative strategy for addressing suh hanges is to establish
a robust ontology of the relevant universe of disourse. As a
further bene�t, the development of rih and rigorous knowledge
strutures of the universe will, potentially, allow for the aumu-
lation of generally valid knowledge, and thus redue the amount
of ontext spei� teahing, relating, for example, to spei� na-
tional rules and praties. In the present ase, a robust adastral
ontology is to be established.

Multidisiplinary studies are likely to be impliitly bound to
a spei� ulture. For example, the study and teahing regard-
ing an operating adastre and other traits of formal property
rights seem to presuppose a spei� soietal ulture, inluding
a fairly unorrupt administration, manned with skilled sta� (a
'Weberian' administration). In order to transgress the boundary
of European/Western ulture, the eliiting of the ore ontology
must be rooted in the philosopher's oneption of phenomena
like man, soiety, government, reality, language, and represen-
tation, in order to aount for the diverse expetations related to
government, for example. Without suh basi onepts learly
stated, and their impliations for the unit of real estate spelled
out, the knowledge that is generated through adastral studies
an hardly transgress ultural boundaries.

It may be that suh a projet is not feasible. An explo-
ration of this laim may lead to possible feasibility boundaries
of the projet of establishing formal representations of spatially
extended objets.
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Heiner Stukenshmidt�

Semanti translation of
land-use lassi�ations: a ase
study

Over the last few years muh work has been onduted in re-
gards to the researh topi fully interoperable GIS (Vkovski,
1998). GIS's share the need to store and proess large amounts
of diverse data, whih is often geographially distributed. Most
GIS's use spei� data models and databases for this purpose.
This implies, that making new data available to the system re-
quires the data to be transferred into the system's spei� data
format. This problem is addressed by the Bremen University Se-
manti Translation Projet1. The main deliverable of the projet
is a knowledge-based system for the integration of (geographi)
data. The system distinguishes three levels on integration: Syn-
tati, Strutural, and Semanti integration.

In this paper we fous on the semanti aspets of intelligent
information integration that tries to preserve the intended mean-
ing of information entities in a di�erent ontext. We propose
to interpret this semantis-preserving ontext transformation as
a lassi�ation task (Stukenshmidt and Visser, 2000): trans-
lating an information item from one ontext to another then
beomes the task of taking the properties of information item
from its soure ontext, and use these properties to re-lassify
the item in its target ontext, resulting in a re-interpretation of

�Intelligent Systems Group, Center for Computing Tehnologies, University of Bremen,
P.O.B.: 33 04 40, D-28334 Bremen, Germany, heiner�tzi.de, http://www.tzi.de/~heiner/.
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the information item in the new ontext. We investigated the
role of ontologies for providing a shared terminology and support
for the integration proess. After addressing these questions in
priniple we summarize the results of a ase study were we used
the Ontology Interhange Language OIL (Fensel et al., 2000) in
order to support the integration of di�erent atalogue systems.
We assess useful features of the language and point towards open
problems that have to be addressed in future researh.

The results of a ase study showed that the integration of
two terminologies for land-use lassi�ations is possible in prin-
iple using the ontology spei�ation language OIL in ombina-
tion with the desription logi reasoner FaCT (Horroks, 1998).
However, there are still some open questions that may explain
the diÆulties we also experiened (Stukenshmidt, 2000). The
most striking diÆulties arise from the fat, that the terminolo-
gies we tried to integrate were de�ned in terms of natural lan-
guage statements that are often a�eted by the use of vague ex-
pressions, inaessible riteria and de�nitions that an only be
understood making extensive use of ommonsense knowledge.
These unertainties in the de�nition made it nearly impossible
to provide sound and omplete spei�ations to be used in the
translation proess. As a onsequene, translation by subsump-
tion reasoning often failed.

In our opinion there are two possibilities to overome this
problem:

1. We an use heuristi and approximate lassi�ation meth-
ods to get a better handle on the inherent unertainty of
the knowledge involved.

2. We have to assure that atalogue systems use a well-founded
basis in terms of a formal ontology in order to de�ne their
terminology.

The evaluation of pros and ons of both approahes are subjet
to urrent researh.
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Netaria Tryfona�

The role of ontologies in spatial
data mining

Spatial data mining is to mine high-level spatial information and
knowledge from large geographi data sets (Han et al., 1997). A
typial example is �nd all areas with vegetation growth (5%
and vegetation type "pine". While for traditional appliation
areas suh as banking systems, eÆient methods and funtions
to mine information do exist, this is not the ase for spatial
appliations (Tryfona, 2000). On the other hand, as the number
of appliations dealing with spatial data is growing rapidly and,
at the same time, the amount of spatial data is inreasing, the
eÆient querying and employment of stored information for the
extration of further knowledge is emerging.

In this work we disuss the role of ontologies in the spatial
mining proess. Gruber (1997) de�nes an ontology as an expliit
spei�ation of oneptualization. Fronsea et al. (2000) refer
to spatial ontologies as dynami, objet-oriented strutures that
an be navigated.

It is our position that in order to suessfully perform spa-
tial data mining the role of ontologies must be investigated and
omprehended. In the spatial mining framework:

� We propose a systemati ategorization of spatial ontolo-
gies, suh as spatial entity, map, boundary and topology
partiipating in the geographi environments to be mined.

�Department of Computer Siene, Aalborg University, Fredrik Bajersvej 7E, 9220 Aal-
borg �st, Denmark, tryfona�s.au.dk.
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� We disuss relations among spatial ontologies, as well as
their partiipation in onstraints and hierarhies, two fun-
damental aspets of the mining proess.

� We show how traditional data mining methods an be om-
bined with spatial ontologies.

The proposed outome (i) serves as a guideline for the designer
on the modeling proess of a spatial environment on whih data
mining will be performed, (ii) helps the designer to reognize
the basi ontologies, of an already existing spatial environment,
and their roles in the mining proess, (iii) provides the designer
with a language to perform spatial data mining and, (iv) leads
towards an ontology-driven arhiteture (Fronsea et al., 2000)
for a spatial miner.
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Andrew Turk�

Tribal boundaries of Australian
indigenous peoples

This paper explores the onept of boundary ('limit of ountry')
held by indigenous Australians. It is not, however, a work of
Anthropology. Rather, it is an interpretation of the writings of
some anthropologists on this topi, aided by disussions whih
the author has had over a number of years with people from the
Ngaluma, Injibarndi and Banjima tribes in the Pilbara region
of Western Australia.

This analysis provides a partial understanding of the nature
of tribal boundaries, espeially variations whih our in the
physial de�nition of boundaries and their (intentional and unin-
tentional) indeterminay. It suggests that the desription of any
spei� boundary needs to inorporate the soure of the bound-
ary onstrut (e.g. the relevant indigenous law and ustoms),
the people holding that onstrut (e.g. members of the tribe or
language group who have responsibility for that 'ountry') and
the form of representation of the boundary (e.g. singing a se-
quene of plae names). The nature of the 'ountry' itself is also
a key determinate of the expression of the boundary onept at
any partiular plae. Some parallels in the onepts of boundary
held by non-indigenous Australians are also disussed.

The paper goes on to draw some onlusions regarding the
representation of indigenous boundaries in the property adas-
tres of Australian States and Territories. This has partiular

�Murdoh University, Western Australia, a turk�entral.murdoh.edu.au.
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importane in the ontext of the implementation of legislation
onerning native title land laims. If suh 'oÆial' boundaries
are to do justie to indigenous law and ulture, they must rea-
sonably reet the ontology and epistemology of the onepts of
boundary held by indigenous Australians.



Ahille C. Varzi�

Are there vague boundaries?

Vagueness is a pervasive phenomenon of human thought and
language and geography is not exempted from its grasp. It is, in
fat, a harateristi feature of most ordinary geographi on-
epts that they involve some degree of vagueness: How small an
a town be? How long must a river be? How many islands does
it take to have an arhipelago? More importantly, many indi-
vidual names and desriptions used in geography appear to refer
to entities whose boundaries are only vaguely de�ned: What are
the borders of Mount Everest? Where does the Outbak begin?
What exatly is the territory oupied by the apital of Italy?
by Rio de Janeiro? by Greenwih Village?

In this talk I will fous on the vagueness exhibited by indi-
vidual terms suh as these and I will examine two main ways of
thinking about it. On one oneption, the relevant vagueness
is ontologial (or de re): geographi names and desriptions
may be vague beause they may refer to vague objets. For
instane, on this view 'Mount Everest' would refer to an ob-
jet, Mount Everest, whose boundary is genuinely fuzzy: some
moleules are inside it, some moleules outside, and some have
an inde�nite status (there is no objetive, determinate fat of
the matter about whether they are inside or outside). By the
same pattern, valleys, deserts, dunes, rivers, bays, forests, ities,
neighborhoods, states (with few exeptions suh as Wyoming)
are all genuinely vague denizens of reality.

On a seond oneption, the vagueness exhibited by geo-
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graphi names and desriptions is exlusively semanti (or de

dito). It lies exlusively in the representation system, not in the
represented entity, and to say that the referent of a term is not
sharply demarated is to say that the term vaguely designates
an objet, not that it designates a vague objet. For example,
on this view there is no suh thing as a vague mountain. Rather,
there are many things where we oneive the mountain to be,
eah with its preise boundary, and when we say 'Mount Ever-
est' (or when the founder of the Indian Geodeti OÆe baptizes
a ertain piee of land, at the border between Tibet and Nepal,
'Mount Everest') we are just being vague as to whih thing we
are referring to: eah one of a large variety of slightly distint
but perfetly determinate aggregates of moleules has an equal
laim to being the referent of that name. If we wish, we an add
that it is ultimately the vagueness of the relevant sortal onept
(the onept mountain, in this ase) that is responsible for the
way in whih the referent of our expression is vaguely piked
out. But the stu� out there is all but vague.

The point of this talk is to ompare these two oneptions of
vagueness and to o�er reasons for preferring the latter. There
are no vague boundaries in reality but, rather, vague ways of
drawing boundaries. In addition, I will also outline a way of
dealing with de dito vagueness whih appears to be partiu-
larly suited for appliation in the geographi domain. Broadly
speaking, this is based on the method of supervaluations: when
dealing with vague terms (or vague representations more gener-
ally), onsider the many possible ways in whih those terms an
be made preise and ompute the pattern of agreement among
them. If a statement omes out true on some "preisi�ations"
and false on others, then there is little one an do: the rele-
vant vagueness indues a truth-value gap. But if a statement is
true under all suh preisi�ations (or false under all preisi�-
ations), then one an naturally regard it as being true (false)
in spite of the relevant vagueness; the unmade semanti stipula-
tions do not matter. This allows us to explain why, for example,
we an on�dently assert that Mount Everest is in Asia and
we an on�dently deny that it is in Europe, though we must
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suspend judgment when it omes to saying whether Mount Ever-
est is mostly in Tibet: the truth-value of suh a statement de-
pends ruially on how muh land one inludes in the referent
of 'Mount Everest'.

If time permits, in the �nal part of the talk I will also deal
with some general diÆulties relating to this aount: these in-
lude various analogues of the sorites paradox, the phenomenon
of higher-order vagueness, and the relationship between vague-
ness and the general issue of geographi ontology.
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